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1 Introduction
Modern technologies are closely related to advances in material research. Thin-film
materials have become part of our everyday life. They are the functional compo-
nents of microelectronic devices, solar cells or optical coatings and filters. Moreover,
thin-film coatings are used in many applications to improve surface properties of
bulk materials such as appearance, hardness, wear resistance, friction, wettability,
oxidation resistance and chemical or biological activity.
Magnetron sputtering is one of the widely used methods for thin film deposition.
Its main advantages are easy operation and up-scaling. From its introduction in the
1970s, the process has undergone several improvements which continue until today.
One of the most recent developments is the high-power impulse magnetron sputter-
ing (HiPIMS) which provides highly ionized fluxes of the deposited material which
can be used for the control of microstructure, growth and purity of thin films and of
deposition directionality into complex structures. The properties of the discharge,
relations between the process parameters and the properties of the resulting films
and the underlying physical processes related to high density magnetized plasmas
have been intensively studied experimentally in recent years.
Computer simulations are used in many technological processes to calculate pa-
rameters of the process which are difficult to measure, to optimize the process or to
gain a better understanding of underlying physical mechanisms. Computer simula-
tions of magnetron sputtering discharges as well as specific phenomena related to
this process have been presented in the last two decades. The recent expansion in
the use of HiPIMS discharges stimulate a need for new computer simulations which
would take into account the non-stationary character of these discharges and the
high target power densities used.
This thesis focuses on modelling of high-power impulse magnetron sputtering dis-
charges. The main aim is to develop a relatively simple model of HiPIMS discharges
which simulates the sputtering, ionization and transport of the target material and
which takes into account recent experimental findings about this process. The re-
sult is a non-stationary two-zone model which is based on preceding global plasma
models of low-temperature plasma discharges and steady-state analytical models of
HiPIMS. This model is used to gain better understanding of the critical processes
influencing the evolution of the discharge during the pulse and the relations between
the process parameters and the deposition characteristics.
This work was done at the Department of Physics of the Faculty of Applied
Sciences at the University of West Bohemia as a part of the research projects MSM
4977751302 and COST OC 10045.
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2 Status of knowledge
2.1 High-power impulse magnetron sputtering
High-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) is a recent development of a
well established magnetron sputtering technique. Magnetron sputtering is a PVD
process used for deposition of various coatings, including hard, wear-resistant, tri-
bological and corrosion-resistant coatings, as well as coatings with suitable optical
and electrical properties (Kelly and Arnell, 2000).
In conventional dc magnetron sputtering (DCMS), a constant target voltage is
applied continuously. The typical discharge voltage, Ud, is in the range of 300 to
600V and the typical discharge current density, Jd, reaches up to 0.1Acm
−2. The
applied target power density Sd = UdJd, ranges typically from several Wcm
−2 up to
about 30Wcm−2 (Musil, 1998; Kelly and Arnell, 2000). The applied target power
density is limited by the maximum allowable heat load of the target. A disadvantage
of the conventional magnetron sputtering is the relatively low ion current density
onto the substrate (less than 1mAcm−2). The low energy delivered to the substrate
by neutral atoms (with average energy of several eV) results in low-density films.
This can be overcome by unbalanced magnetron sputtering, where the magnetic
field configuration allows for higher ion currents onto the substrate, or by HiPIMS,
which significantly increases the degree of ionization of the sputtered target material
atoms in the flux onto the substrate.
Recent advances in the field of HiPIMS can be found in the review articles of
Sarakinos et al. (2010), Anders (2011), Gudmundsson et al. (2012) and Lundin and
Sarakinos (2012). Here, the most important characteristics of HiPIMS discharges
will be summarized .
In HiPIMS, the target voltage is applied only during a relatively short pulse, see
figure 2.1. The duty cycle δ = t1/T , where t1 is the pulse duration and T is the
pulse period, is typically up to 10%. The average target power density in a period
Sd =
1
T
∫ T
0
UdJddt (2.1)
is comparable to the target power densities used in DCMS, since it is limited by the
overheating of the target. However, the average target power density in a pulse
Sda =
1
t1
∫ t1
0
UdJddt (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of typical direct current magnetron sputtering (red line) and
high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (black line) current density waveforms.
The HiPIMS discharge is represented by a peak target current of 3Acm−2, the pulse
length of 200μs and the repetition frequency of 100Hz. The DCMS discharge is
repesented by a continuous target current density of 0.05Acm−2.
is significantly higher. Assuming the target current in the pulse-off time is zero, it
can be written as Sda ≈ δSd. The average target power density in a pulse can reach
up to several kWcm−2. The typical operating voltages are in the range of 500 to
2000V and the current densities reach up to 4Acm−2.
In comparison to DCMS, the high average target power density in a pulse leads
to a significant increase in plasma density during the pulse and thus to an increase
in the degree of ionization of the sputtered target material atoms. Consequently,
film deposition can be carried out at highly ionized fluxes of the target material.
This facilitates deposition of dense and defect-free coatings and also directional
deposition into high aspect ratio trench and via structures. Moreover, the control
of substrate–coating interface and the growth of films is improved.
2.1.1 Target current waveforms
The shape of the target current waveform is influenced by many process parame-
ters, such as the target voltage, the process gas pressure, the target material, the
magnetic field distribution and the geometry of the sputtering system. When the
target power input into the discharge is close to the limit of the power supply, the
target voltage decreases during the pulse as the capacitor banks of the power sup-
ply are discharged. Naturally, such decrease of the target voltage is a prime factor
influencing the evolution of the discharge plasma. Therefore, for the studying of
the plasma physics of HiPIMS, power supplies which are able to provide rectangular
voltage pulses are advantageous.
8
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of typical target current waveforms in HiPIMS
discharges. The time-evolution of the target current is described in 5 phases –
discharge ignition, plasma build-up, gas rarefaction, target self-sputtering, plasma
decay, respectively. Taken from Gudmundsson et al. (2012).
In general, the evolution of the target current can be divided into several phases,
see figure 2.2. Phase 1 corresponds to the discharge ignition. When a sufficient
amount of secondary electrons is trapped in the magnetic field above the target to
sustain the discharge, the target current increases (phase 2). At this point, the
target current is dominated by the process gas ions. After 50 to 100μs, the process
gas atoms become depleted by the intensive ionization and by collisions with the
sputtered target material atoms, the so-called gas rarefaction (phase 3). Simultane-
ously, the target material atoms fill the ionization region in front of the target. This
leads to a significant change in the composition of the plasma. Indications of this
were shown by optical emission spectroscopy (Ehiasarian et al., 2002; Vlcˇek et al.,
2004; Alami et al., 2006; Hala et al., 2010). The target material ions are also ionized
and the target is sputtered by a mixture of process gas and target material ions
(phase 4). Depending on the actual discharge conditions and the kind of the target
material used, the target current can either reach a steady state with a low or a
high target current or can rise unbounded until the end of the pulse. After the end
of the pulse, the target current rapidly drops as the plasma species are lost through
recombination and diffusion to chamber walls (phase 5).
The sputtering of the target by the ions of the same kind is called self-sputtering.
Depending on the sputtering yield of the target material, a regime of sustained self-
sputtering can be reached, in which the discharge can be sustained without the
process gas. The necessary condition for sustained self-sputtering can be written as
Πss = βσSmm ≥ 1 , (2.3)
9
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Figure 2.3: Target current waveforms for HiPIMS discharges in argon (p = 1.8 Pa)
with various metal targets. Taken from Anders et al. (2007).
where β is the probability of ionization of the sputtered atom, σ is the probability
that the generated ion returns back onto the target and Smm is the sputtering yield
due to the impact of the target material ion (Hosokawa et al., 1980). Anders et al.
(2007) measured the voltage–current waveforms for several target materials, see
figure 2.3. If Πss  1, we can expect the target current to drop once the process
gas is rarefied. For higher target voltages, a transition to a higher target current
state can occur (self-sputtering runaway), suggesting that Πss = 1. However, the
reason for the stabilization of the target current for some materials, e.g. copper,
and the unbounded rise of the target current above a certain voltage threshold for
other materials, e.g. titanium, is not perfectly understood yet.
A strong indication that high-target-current discharges are dominated by the
target material atoms and ions can be seen in figure 2.4. There, only the initial
target current peak is dependent on the argon pressure, while the steady-state target
current reached after 100μs of the pulse is practically independent of the argon
pressure.
The change of plasma composition during the voltage pulse influence the sec-
ondary electron emission from the target and thus it is also very significant for
the evolution of the target current. Assuming the Auger emission is the dominant
process for the secondary electron emission from the target, the coefficient can be
10
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Figure 2.4: Target current waveforms for HiPIMS discharges in argon with a copper
target. Taken from Anders et al. (2007).
calculated as
γse ≈ 0.016(εiz − 2εφ) , (2.4)
where εiz is the ionization energy of the incident ion and εφ is the work function
of the target material (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005, eq. 9.3.4). The typical
metals used as sputtering targets have the work function in the range between 4 eV
and 5 eV. For argon ions, having the ionization energy of 15.82 eV, the secondary-
electron emission coefficient is thus about 0.1. However, metals have the ionization
energy in the range between 6.5 and 8.0 eV which yields the secondary-electron
emission coefficient of zero according to (2.4). However, this is contradiction with the
observed high target currents dominated by the target material ions, see figure 2.4.
An increase in the secondary-electron emission coefficient can be ensured by multiply
charged ions, excited singly charged ion or UV light incident on the target (Anders,
2008, 2011). However, it can be deduced that the determination of the secondary-
electron emission coefficient in certain conditions is highly problematic. Anders
(2011) suggests that the evolution of the secondary-electron emission coefficient
during the pulse can be the cause for the stabilization of target current after the
self-sputtering runaway.
2.1.2 Properties of the discharge plasma
The high target power density applied during pulses leads to a generation of a very
dense plasma. It can be expected that the maximum plasma density is obtained
in front of the target, where the magnetically confined secondary electrons ionize
11
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Authors Sda (Wcm
−2) d(mm) ne (m−3)
Gudmundsson et al. (2002) 340 90− 170 3× 1018 − 8× 1017
Gudmundsson et al. (2009) 340 80 3× 1018
Bohlmark et al. (2005) 510 0− 200 1019 − 1017
Pajdarova´ et al. (2009) 650 100 2× 1018
Poolcharuansin and Bradley (2010) 500 100 2× 1018
Table 2.1: Electron densities measured in HiPIMS discharges. Here, Sda is the
average target power density in a pulse, d is the distance of the measuring point
from the target and ne is the maximum measured value of the electron density.
neutral atoms. The distribution of secondary-electron ionization was calculated for
example by Miranda et al. (1990) or Goeckner et al. (1991). The high-plasma-density
region can be seen by naked eye due to its intensive optical emission (Bradley et al.,
2006).
The maximum plasma (electron) density in front of the target, ne, can be esti-
mated from the target current density, Jd, by the relation
ne =
Jd
0.61euB
, (2.5)
where uB =
√
kTe/mi is the ion Bohm velocity (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005,
eq. 14.5.14). This relation neglects the electron current due to the secondary electron
emission which is less than 10%. For a typical electron energy of 2 eV, the Bohm
velocity is about 2000ms−1. Then, the electron density can be estimated as
ne(m
−3) ≈ 5.1× 1019Jd(Acm−2) . (2.6)
Thus, for the target current density exceeding 1Acm−2, which is often obtained
in HiPIMS discharges, the corresponding maximum electron density exceeds 5 ×
1019m−3.
The plasma density in the distance of several centimetres from the target can be
measured by a Langmuir probe. Table 2.1 summarizes plasma densities measured
experimentally by various authors. As can be seen, a typical maximum density
around 1018m−3 is achieved at the distance of 100mm from the target. This is
roughly 2 orders of magnitude higher than the typical plasma density reported for
DCMS discharges.
The time-evolution of the electron temperature in HiPIMS is characterized by
an initial increase to values between 2 eV and 7 eV and a decrease to much lower
values below 1 eV after several tens of microseconds (Vetushka and Ehiasarian, 2008;
Gudmundsson et al., 2009; Pajdarova´ et al., 2009), which then remains practically
constant during the pulse and decreases slowly after the pulse. These low values
of the electron energy can be explained by a cooling of the electrons by inelastic
12
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of plasma potential (V) in a typical cylindrically symmetric
magnetron discharge. Taken from Bradley et al. (2001).
collisions with sputtered target material atoms, which have much lower ionization
and excitations energies than the process gas.
The spatial distribution of plasma potential has been measured by an emissive
probe technique (with an exception of the high-density plasma region in front of the
target). First, Bradley et al. (2001) measured the plasma potential distribution in a
DCMS discharge, see figure 2.5. The figure shows that a region of negative plasma
potential, so called magnetic presheath, extends from the target sheath to a distance
of several centimetres from the target, where the plasma potential becomes positive,
as in a diode discharge. The potential drop over the magnetic presheath is several
tens of volts. The resulting electric field pulls and guides the generated ions towards
the target and, at the same time, it pushes the electrons away from the target. This
potential distribution is formed as a consequence of the different mobility of electrons
and ions in the magnetic field. During the pulse, the less mobile (magnetically
confined) electrons must be pushed from the region of maximum plasma density to
balance the flux of ions onto the target.
A similar potential distribution was obtained also by a computer simulation
(Kolev and Bogaerts, 2006). Moreover, Bultinck and Bogaerts (2008) showed that
a stronger magnetic field results in the formation of a potential distribution with a
larger potential drop over the presheath, and thus a higher electric field. This is in
perfect agreement with the above mentioned explanation.
In recent years, several authors measured the distribution of the plasma potential
in HiPIMS (Mishra et al., 2010, 2011; Rauch et al., 2012). Although the potential
drop over the presheath changes in time during the voltage pulse, the general shape
of the potential distribution remains the same, see figure 2.6.
The energy and composition of the ionized fluxes onto the substrate has been
analysed by mass spectroscopy (Bohlmark, Lattemann, Gudmundsson, Ehiasarian,
13
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of plasma potential (V) in a cylindrically symmetric HiP-
IMS discharge at time of maximum target current. Taken from Mishra et al. (2011).
Gonzalvo, Brenning and Helmersson, 2006; Vlcˇek et al., 2007a; Kudla´cˇek et al., 2008;
Lazar et al., 2010; Hecimovic and Ehiasarian, 2009, 2010). A significant increase
in the population of high-energy ions (energies larger than 50 eV) was observed at
high target power densities. This is caused mainly by the energy distribution of
the sputtered target material atoms, which is described by the Thompson energy
distribution (Betz andWien, 1994) written in a normalized form as (Lu and Kushner,
2000)
f(E) =
{
2
(
1 + Eb
ΛEi
)2
EbE
(Eb+E)3
, for E < ΛEb
0 , for E > λEb ,
(2.7)
where Ei is the kinetic energy of the incident ion, Eb is the surface binding energy
of the target material, E is the kinetic energy of the sputtered atom and Λ =
4MiMb/(Mi+Mb)
2 (where Mi and Mb are the masses of the incident ion and target
material atom, respectively) is the energy transfer factor in an elastic binary collision
between the incident ion and the target material atom. This energy distribution
function has a maximum at Eb/2. Due to the collisions of the sputtered target
material atoms with the process gas atoms and ions, the energy of the process gas
ions is also increased.
The high energy delivered into the discharge also lead to the generation of doubly
charged ions of both the process gas and the target material. In the case of copper,
the fraction of Cu2+ ions in the total ion flux onto the substrate is very low (2.0% in
the distance of 100mm at the average target power density in a pulse of 540Wcm−2)
due to the high second ionization energy of copper (Vlcˇek et al., 2007a). On the
contrary, in the case of zirconium, the fraction of Zr2+ ions in the total ion flux onto
the substrate in the distance of 100mm reached 14.4% and 21.3% at the average
14
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target power density in a pulse of 450Wcm−2 and 970Wcm−2, respectively, (Lazar
et al., 2010).
Recently, plasma oscillations and density fluctuations have been observed in the
high-density plasma of HiPIMS discharges. Martines et al. (2004) and Lundin,
Helmersson, Kirkpatrick, Rohde and Brenning (2008) have measured oscillations of
the azimuthal electric field above the target racetrack. These oscillations in the MHz
range are suggested to be caused by the charge perturbations originating from the
mutual movement of electrons and ions in the crossed electric and magnetic field
(modified two-stream instability). This could explain the high mobility of electrons
across the magnetic field lines (anomalous electron transport) which has been ob-
served in HiPIMS discharges as well as in other magnetized plasma discharges (Ross-
nagel and Kaufman, 1987; Bohlmark et al., 2004; Brenning et al., 2009; Levchenko
et al., 2009). The electric field fluctuations also exert a force on the ions in the di-
rection of the E ×B electron drift (Lundin, Larsson, Wallin, Lattemann, Brenning
and Helmersson, 2008; Poolcharuansin et al., 2012). Ehiasarian et al. (2012) and
Anders et al. (2012) showed plasma density fluctuations which are travelling in the
direction of the E ×B drift.
2.1.3 Deposition rate
The deposition rate, aD, is an important quantity determining the film thickness
deposited in a given time. It depends on two main factors: the sputtering rate of
atoms from the target and the effectiveness of their transport onto the substrate.
The flux of sputtered particles from the target, Γst, can be expressed as
Γst = ΓitSm ∝ JdU0.5d , (2.8)
where Γit is the ion flux incident onto the target and Sm is the effective sputtering
yield, which takes into account the composition of the incident ion flux. The propor-
tionality follows from the fact that the sputtering yield scales approximately with
the square root of target voltage in the energy range from 300 to 1500 eV (Behrish
and Eckstein, 2007) and the flux of ions is proportional to the target current density.
Therefore, the deposition rate increases with an increasing target power density de-
livered into the discharge. In order to compare the efficiency of film deposition in
pulsed and continuous discharges under various target power densities, it is useful
to define an average normalized deposition rate as ad/Sd, where aD is the average
deposition rate in a period and Sd is the average target power density in a period.
Generally, HiPIMS exhibit lower normalized deposition rates when compared
to DCMS. During sputtering of copper, a decrease in the normalized deposition
rate by about 50% compared to a discharge with a DCMS-like power has been
reported (Vlcˇek et al., 2007a). During sputtering of titanium, the decrease was
even more than 75% (Vlcˇek and Burcalova´, 2010). A comparison of deposition
rates between DCMS and HiPIMS dischages for several target materials has been
reported by Samuelsson et al. (2010), see figure 2.7. They showed that the decrease
15
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of deposition rates during direct current magnetron sput-
tering (DCMS) and high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) of various
target materials at the same average power. Taken from Samuelsson et al. (2010).
of the normalized deposition rate is a general trend which occur for all the target
materials studied.
One of the reasons for the observed decrease of the normalized deposition is
connected with the scaling of the sputtering yield with the target voltage. If the
same target power density as in a reference DCMS is applied only during the short
high-power pulse, the target voltage must be increased. As the sputtering yield is
roughly proportional to U0.5d , the normalized deposition rate then scales with the
target voltage as U−0.5d , which leads to a decrease of the normalized deposition rate
with an increasing voltage.
Another important reason is the return of the target material ions back onto the
target. It was mentioned before, that as the sputtered target material atoms are
ionized near the target, some of them return back and contribute to the sputtering
of the target. These ions are used for the sustaining of the high-power discharge and
are not available for the deposition onto the substrate. This effect was quantitatively
described in the models of Christie (2005) and Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010). It was
concluded that this effect is very important since the return probability of the target
material ions is high (in the range of 40 − 80%, see Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010),
depending on the target material and discharge conditions).
Another decrease of the normalized deposition rate in HiPIMS can be related
to the change of the sputtering yield (due to the change of the incident ion species
or due to the change of the target sheath voltage). On the other hand, a modified
magnetic field may by used to focus the target material ions onto the substrate and
thus to increase the deposition rate (Bohlmark, O¨stbye, Lattemann, Ljungcrantz,
Rosell and Helmersson, 2006; Vlcˇek et al., 2007a). Other effects that can influence
the deposition rate in HiPIMS are summarized in the paper of Anders (2010).
16
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2.2 Modelling of magnetron discharges
With the great advance in information technology over recent years, computer mod-
elling has become an important tool in many areas of physics. The motivation is
to develop realistic models of complex technological processes that would lead to
improved performance and cost reduction of the resulting products.
The modelling of low-temperature plasmas is in general less developed than com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) or high temperature plasmas (Samukawa et al.,
2012). In CFD, fluid equations are used to describe the macroscopic physics, where
the microscopic properties enter in the form of transport and reaction coefficients.
The solution of the arising set of partial differential equations is then mainly a nu-
merical problem, though not trivial. The CFD community has now a large base
of ready-to-use techniques and computer programs allowing to solve a wide area of
problems. However, this is not the case for low-temperature plasmas, where the
physics is more complicated. First, there is the effect of electromagnetic interaction
between external fields and charged particles, but also among the charged particles
leading to the so called collective behaviour of plasma. Moreover, the fluid approxi-
mation is not generally valid for low pressures and the kinetics of plasma particles
must be resolved. There are different processes running on various time-scales, e.g.,
the electron plasma frequency is on the order of GHz, ion plasma frequency on the
order of MHz and in the case of pulsed discharges, the power source pulsing fre-
quency is on the order of kHz or less. Therefore, various simulation techniques must
be used for different plasma species and plasma phenomena. The simulation tech-
niques suitable for individual processes are usually developed independently with the
aims to provide at least partial understanding of the overall process. The building
of a complex simulation which, if to be effective, must be a combination of several
modules, is a complicated task (Kushner, 2009). In the next sections the modelling
techniques and the achievements made so far in magnetron modelling will be sum-
marized, with a special section devoted to high-power impulse magnetron sputtering
discharges.
2.2.1 Plasma modelling techniques
The techniques used in plasma modelling for the description of the particle dynamics
can be divided into several groups based on the level of simplification.
Kinetic model
The most fundamental is the kinetic approach, where the particles of type s are
described by their distribution function in phase space, fs(t, r, v). Then the evolu-
tion of the distribution function is given by the Boltzmann equation(Lieberman and
Lichtenberg, 2005, sec. 2.3)
∂fs
∂t
+ v · ∂fsr + F s
ms
· ∂fsv =
∑
p,r
Cpr(t, r, v)) , (2.9)
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where F s is the external force, ms is the mass of the particle, Cpr is the collision
integral describing the rate of change of s-type particles by collision of p-type and
r-type particles.
The solution of the Boltzmann equation in this form is used for example in theory
for analytical calculations of the effect of specific collisions on the transport coeffi-
cients and distribution functions of particles (Callen, 2006; Lieberman and Lichten-
berg, 2005). Applications with an analytical or numerical solution of the Boltzmann
equation include problems with lower dimensionality, e.g., one-dimensional studies
of plasma sheaths (Vasenkov and Shizgal, 2002; Riemann, 1995) or specific symmet-
rical discharges (Porokhova et al., 2001). In other cases the Boltzmann equation is
used to calculate the velocity distribution function of electrons in specific plasma
conditions (Bretagne et al., 1981, 1982; Guerra et al., 2004; Hagelaar and Pitchford,
2005).
From the point of numerical solution, it is suitable to express the distribution
function as a sum of N super-particles
f(t, r, v) =
N∑
i=1
wiδ(ri − r)δ(vi − v) , (2.10)
where wi, ri and vi are the weights, positions and velocities of individual super-
particles, respectively. Then, all macroscopic quantities can be calculated by aver-
aging over this set of super-particles. This approach is very straightforward, since
it mimics the actual building of physics from the fundamental laws governing in-
dividual particles while the collective behaviour is obtained by means of statistical
physics. Obviously, the number of super-particles is limited by our computational
capacity and it is far from the real number of particles of 6 × 1023 per mole. This
brings the possibility of numerical errors resulting from the particle discretization
which must be carefully watched (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991). On the other hand,
in many cases only a few thousand test particles are enough for a representation
of the distribution function with a suitable accuracy. The simulation of the time-
evolution of the Boltzmann equation is then usually done in two steps which separate
the transport (left hand side of (2.9)) and the collisional processes (right hand side
of (2.9)). This is possible if the time of interaction in collisions is much smaller than
the time between two successive collisions which is true in low-pressure plasmas.
During the transport step the equations of motion
dri
dt
= vi ,
dvi
dt
=
F i
m
(2.11)
are solved for each particle. Then the properties of particle collisions are determined
by the Monte Carlo method based on the target particle densities and interaction
cross section and the effect of collisions is applied to the particle velocities. The
cycle of transport and collision steps is repeated until the end of the simulation.
The advantages of this particle approach is that it is algorithmically simple, it can
be easily implemented in three dimensions and it is easily parallelizable. However,
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this method becomes very time-demanding when a large number of particles must be
tracked simultaneously, for instance in self-consistent simulations of large volumes.
The kinetic method was used frequently for simulations of high-energy secondary-
electron trajectories and collisions in the magnetic trap above the magnetron target
(Miranda et al., 1990; Sheridan et al., 1990) and for simulations of the transport
of sputtered target material atoms (Petrov et al., 1999; Kadlec, 2007; Sobbia et al.,
2008). In these papers, the electrostatic field is assumed constant and must be
given as an input. Such simulations are therefore not self-consistent. On the other
hand, the well-known particle-in-cell (PIC) method is a kinetic (particle) simulation
algorithm where a large number of particles is advanced simultaneously in time so
that after each time-step the electric field in the whole simulation region can be
calculated self-consistently from the charge distribution in space. This makes it the
most realistic method for low-pressure low-temperature discharges so far. PIC sim-
ulations of magnetron discharges were published in the works of Kondo and Nanbu
(1999) and Kolev and Bogaerts (2006). Other papers about PIC simulations of low-
temperature plasmas include RF discharges (Longo, 2000; Matyash et al., 2007) or
cylindrical magnetrons (van der Straaten et al., 1998). However, due to the cou-
pling of charged particles and the electric field, several numerical stability conditions
must be fulfilled: the time step, Δt, is constrained by the relation Δtωpe  1 and
the cell dimension Δz is constrained by the relation Δz ≤ λD, where ωpe is the
electron plasma frequency and λD is the Debye length (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991;
Kolev, 2007). These conditions become significant constraints for the applicability
of this method to high-density plasma conditions. In the above mentioned refer-
ences, magnetron discharges were simulated for the maximum time of several tens
of microseconds and with the maximum plasma density on the order of 1017m−3.
Fluid model
A fluid model represents a macroscopic description of the simulated system in terms
of statistical physics. Rather than looking at the trajectories of individual particles,
it may be sufficient and much faster to describe only the macroscopic transport of the
fluid which results from the collective behaviour of many particles. The fluid model
approach is strictly speaking valid only for sufficiently low value of the Knudsen
number (Kolev, 2007)
Kn =
λ
L
< 0.01, (2.12)
where λ is the particles mean free path and L is the characteristics length scale of
the system. This condition ensures that the collisions between particles are suffi-
ciently frequent to cause local relaxation of the velocity distribution function to-
wards equilibrium. Then the velocity distribution function can be characterized by
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its moments, i.e. density, flux and energy density,
ns(t, r) =
∫
fs(t, r, v)d
3v , (2.13)
Γs(t, r) = nsus =
∫
vfs(t, r, v)d
3v , (2.14)
εs(t, r) =
1
2
ms
∫
v2fs(t, r, v)d
3v , (2.15)
respectively, where us is the mean velocity (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005,
sec. 2.3).
The velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation (2.9) lead to the well-known
conservation equations of particles, momentum and energy. The particle conserva-
tion equation can be written in the form
dns
dt
+∇ · (nus) =
∑
pr
Rpr , (2.16)
where R is the particle generation and loss rates due to collisions. They can be
expressed as
Rpr = ±npnrKpr = ±npnr
∫
pr
∫
Ω
fp(v)fr(w)|v−w| I(Ω, |v−w|)dΩd3vd3w , (2.17)
where Kpr is the collision rate integral depending only on the velocity distribution
functions of the colliding species, fp and fr, and the cross section for the collision,
I, depending on the scattering angle Ω and the relative particle velocity before
collision, |v −w|. Since the velocity distribution functions are assumed constant in
a fluid model, Kpr is also constant and thus it is called a collision rate constant.
The momentum conservation equation takes the form
msns
[
∂us
∂t
+ (us · ∇)us
]
= nsF s −∇p+ f c , (2.18)
where p = nskTs is the pressure, k is Boltzmann constant, Ts is the temperature
of the particles and f c is the rate of momentum transfer per unit volume due to
collisions with other species.
Finally, the energy conservation equation can be written in the form
d
dt
(
3
2
ps
)
+∇ · 3
2
(psus) + p∇ · us +∇ · q = nsus · F s + d
dt
(
3
2
ps
) ∣∣∣∣
c
, (2.19)
where q is the heat flow, the first right-hand-side term is the power input by the
external force and the second right-hand-side term accounts for all collisions that
change the energy density.
The implementation of a fluid model is not as straightforward as that of a ki-
netic particle model. The set of partial differential equations must be discretized
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on a mesh filling the simulation region. The details of the discretization and the
coupling between the equations of different species and the electromagnetic field has
a significant effect on the stability and accuracy of the resulting solution algorithm.
Compared to the kinetic particle model, the degrees of freedom are significantly
reduced which results in a much faster solution. However, as mentioned at the
beginning of this section, the correctness of the transport terms of the fluid model
in low-pressure discharges should be a concern.
Costin et al. (2005) made a fully fluid model of a magnetron discharge. They used
a special algorithm which decomposes the electron flux term into a classical drift-
diffusion part and a contribution of the drift across the magnetic field. Another
approach is to use the fluid model only for certain plasma species as a part of
a hybrid model. A suitable compromise is to combine a particle model for fast
electrons with a fluid model for ions and slow electrons, as was done by Shidoji
et al. (1999) and Kolev and Bogaerts (2004). In the latter work, it was mentioned
that for high magnetic field strengths (Bmax > 400G) the electric plasma potential
becomes unrealistically negative. This is related to the limitation of the description
of transport of electrons across magnetic field lines by classical diffusion. Shidoji
and Makabe (2003) simulated all electrons as particles and they used the fluid model
only for unmagnetized ions.
Global model
A global model is a further simplification of the fluid model. While the fluid model
equations are local conservation laws, in a global model, the conservation equations
are applied to a macroscopic volume. Integrating the particle conservation equation
(2.16) over a volume V leads to
d
dt
∫
V
nsdx+
∫
∂V
nsus · nˆdx =
∑
pr
∫
V
Rprdx , (2.20)
where nˆ is the outer normal of the boundary surface of volume V . The integrals
represent the total number of particles in the volume, the total flux of particles
across the volume boundary and the total number of particles generated or lost
during collisions, respectively. Therefore, by using a global model, the information
about spatial dependence of particle densities inside the simulation volume is lost.
Only the time-evolution of total number of particles in the volume is calculated.
In order to calculate the fluxes of particles across the boundaries which depend
on the particle density at the volume boundary, the distribution of the particle
density must be specified. The particle density is assumed to be decomposable
as ns(t,x) = ns(t)n˜s(x), where n˜s(x) represents a fixed spatial distribution part
and ns(t) represents the time-dependent magnitude part. Then the integrals of the
fixed spatial distribution part can be calculated and the resulting equation becomes
an ordinary differential equation for the time-dependent magnitude of the particle
density in the simulated volume.
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Particle velocities must be specified at the volume boundaries to calculate the
flux Γs. Since the volume boundaries usually correspond to physical boundaries of
the simulated system, the particle velocities are defined by the boundary conditions,
so the momentum conservation equation is not necessary.
Similarly to the particle conservation equation, the global energy conservation
equation can be written in the form
d
dt
∫
V
3
2
psdx+
∫
∂V
3
2
psus · nˆdx =
∫
V
Γs · F sdx+
∑
pr
∫
V
Renprdx , (2.21)
where Renpr is the rate of energy density change due to particle collisions. The third
and fourth term of (2.19), representing the heating due to fluid volume change and
microscopic heat transfer, respectively, were neglected. The second term in (2.21)
represents the total macroscopic flux of energy across the volume boundaries.
The main advantage of global models is their mathematical simplicity resulting
in a very short computational time, compared to fluid and kinetic models. The
time-evolution of particle densities can be calculated over the time-scales on the or-
der of seconds. This approach is beneficial to determine the composition of reactive
plasmas with many possible reaction species (Hjartarson et al., 2010; Thorsteinsson
and Gudmundsson, 2010). A time-dependent global model of argon plasma was pre-
sented by Ashida et al. (1995). Hollow cathode discharge models with the inclusion
of the sputtered atoms were presented by Warner et al. (1979) and Lichtenberg and
Lieberman (2000). Kim et al. (2006) published a global model for an electronegative
oxygen discharge. The above mentioned papers deal either with a hollow cathode
discharge or a RF discharge, whose advantage is that the plasma is distributed sym-
metrically in a cylindrical vacuum chamber. Therefore it can be easily described by
a global model. To my best knowledge, there was no attempt to use a global model
to simulate a magnetron discharge, where the effect of the magnetic field would be
included.
However, also other models, usually called analytical, should be mentioned in this
section. They are in fact close to global models, because the unifying mathematical
description of physical processes are the basic conservation equations. Buyle et al.
(2004) presented a simplified model of a magnetron discharge, where the distribu-
tion of secondary electrons in front of the target is built from arches representing
trajectories of individual electrons along the magnetic field lines. The transport
of secondary electrons in the magnetic field is described algebraically which allows
much faster calculation of their ionization distribution than in the case of a Monte
Carlo particle simulation. This model makes it possible to calculate the current–
voltage characteristics of a magnetron discharge.
2.2.2 Modelling of high-power impulse magnetron sputter-
ing
There are two main difficulties in the simulation of high-power impulse magnetron
sputtering discharges when compared to conventional magnetron discharges: the
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high plasma densities reached and the very long times that have to be calculated.
The classical explicit PIC method cannot be used to simulate HiPIMS discharges
due to the stability restrictions mentioned in section 2.2.1. A hybrid model must be
used in order to calculate the discharge effectively.
Due to the complexity of the process, only several global and analytic models
of HiPIMS or non-self-consistent models focusing on specific processes related to
HiPIMS have been published until today. Christie (2005) presented a target material
pathways model. This is a global model describing the possible processes influencing
the transport of sputtered target material atoms in the discharge. The processes of
ionization of the sputtered target material atoms, their return onto the target and
their losses to chamber walls are described by probabilistic parameters . This model
explains the observed decrease in the normalized deposition rate, when compared
to DCMS, by the return of target material ions onto the target.
Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) presented a steady-state phenomenological model
for high-power dc magnetron sputtering (figure 2.8), based on that developed by
Christie (2005). The original model was modified and supplemented by a balance
equation for secondary electrons leaving the target surface. This makes it possible
to evaluate the fraction of ionized sputtered atoms directed back to the target,
which act, together with process gas ions, to sustain the magnetron discharge under
various experimental conditions. These authors derived the formulas for aD/Sd and
the ionized fraction of the target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate,
Θ, in a steady-state high-power magnetron sputtering discharge as functions of the
magnetron voltage, Ud, the fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux
onto the target, mt, the relative ion-to-atom transport factor, ξi/ξn, describing the
relative losses of target material ions and neutrals to chamber walls during their
transfer to the substrate, and the probability of additional ionization of sputtered
atoms, γ, in the plasma bulk, from where the arising ions are not directed back to
the target.
For aD/Sd, they obtained
aD
Sd
= kα(Ud)
U−0.5d
1 + γef
, (2.22)
where k is a constant under the assumption that the mass density of deposited films
and the probability for the sputtered atoms to reach the substrate do not change for
a magnetron sputtering system of the given geometry and the magnetic field config-
uration in the range of Ud, and hence Sd, investigated at the same argon pressure;
α(Ud) is the normalized rate coefficient referring the transfer of sputtered target
material atoms and ions to the substrate for a high-power dc magnetron sputtering
to the transfer of the sputtered atoms for a hypothetical conventional dc sputtering
at the same magnetron voltage Ud and no ionization of the sputtered atoms; γef
is the effective secondary electron emission coefficient of the target material. The
normalized rate coefficient α(Ud) is given by the relation
α(Ud) =
Sm
Smg
[
(1− β)
(
1− γ + γ ξi
ξn
)
+ β(1− σ) ξi
ξn
]
, (2.23)
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of the steady-state phenomenological model
(Vlcˇek and Burcalova´, 2010). Here, G+t and M
+
t are the total fluxes of the pro-
cess gas and target material ions incident on the target, respectively; Smg and Smm
are the process gas-ion and self-sputtering yields of the target material, respectively;
Mtot is the total flux of target material atoms sputtered from the target; β is the
probability of ionization of sputtered atoms in front of the target; σ is the prob-
ability of return of ionized sputtered atoms to the target; γ is the probability of
additional ionization of sputtered atoms in the plasma bulk, from where the arising
ions are not directed back to the target; ξn and ξi are the probabilities for the target
material neutrals and ions to reach the substrate, respectively. Modifications of the
original model, developed (Christie, 2005), are denoted by dashed lines.
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where Sm is the effective sputtering yield of the target material defined as
Sm = Smg(1−mt) + Smmmt . (2.24)
Here, Smg and Smm are the process gas-ion and self-sputtering yields of the target
material, respectively.
The probability of return of ionized sputtered atoms to the target, σ, assumed
to be the same as the probability of backward motion of ionized process gas atoms
to the target, has been determined using a balance equation for secondary electrons
leaving the target
γef(1− de)σeUd
Eef
= 1 , (2.25)
where e is the elementary charge, Eef is the effective energy lost per electron-ion pair
produced by a secondary electron in a mixture of process gas atoms and sputtered
target material atoms in front of the target, and de is the fraction of secondary
electrons lost by diffusive transport before producing the electron-ion pairs. The
coefficient γef has been written in the form
γef = (1− r)
[
γmg(1−mt) + γmmmt
]
, (2.26)
where r is the recapture probability of secondary electrons at the target; γmg and
γmm are the secondary electron emission coefficients of the target material related to
the incident process gas ions and the target material ions, respectively. The effective
energy Eef has been expressed as
Eef = Eg(1−mt) + Emmt , (2.27)
where Eg and Em are the energies lost per electron-ion pair produced by a secondary
electron in collisions with the process gas atoms and the target material atoms,
respectively.
The probability of ionization of sputtered atoms in front of the target, β, has
been calculated using the relation
mt = βσSm . (2.28)
For Θ, they obtained
Θ =
[
β(1− σ) + γ(1− β)] ξi
ξn
(1− β)(1− γ) + [β(1− σ) + γ(1− β)] ξi
ξn
. (2.29)
Kadlec (2007) simulated the rarefaction of the process gas in front of the target
by a Direct simulation Monte Carlo method. The simulation revealed that the
characteristic time for the process gas rarefaction in front of the target is around
50μs. The decrease of the process gas density is significant and cannot be neglected
in HiPIMS discharges, although the results of this simulation might be influenced
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by the relatively small simulation volume and by the fact that only neutral atoms
were simulated.
Brenning et al. (2008) presented a bulk plasma model which calculated the
plasma potential distribution in a magnetron discharge based on the distribution
of the magnetic field strength and the target current. The model uses the general-
ized Ohm’s law in the form
μJ +
J ×B
ene
= E +
∇pe
ene
, (2.30)
where ν is the plasma resistivity, J is the current density, ne is the electron density
and pe is the electron pressure. For a given distribution of the electron density, mag-
netic field and current density, which gives the total current measured at the target,
the electric field distribution E was calculated. The plasma resistivity perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines can be expressed as
μ⊥ =
B
ωgeτcene
, (2.31)
where the gyration-to-collision frequency ratio ωgeτc can be regarded as an input pa-
rameter determining the character of the cross-field electron diffusion. The results of
this model shows that a region with a negative plasma potential and an electric field
directed towards the target is formed in front of the target for 8 < ωgeτc < 50 which
is the typical range of the parameter associated with magnetron discharges. For
ωgeτc < 4, which corresponds to an anomalous cross-field electron diffusion (Bren-
ning et al., 2009; Lundin, Helmersson, Kirkpatrick, Rohde and Brenning, 2008), the
plasma potential has a positive maximum near the target.
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3 Aims of the thesis
The main motivation of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model of high-
power impulse magnetron sputtering discharges. It was discussed in the previous
section that a particle model of the whole process would be complicated and its
solution very time-demanding. Up-to-date HiPIMS models are either steady-state
analytical models or non-self-consistent simulations of specific processes. Therefore
our aim was to develop a relatively simple time-dependent global model which would,
however, describe the time evolution of the whole discharge in a self-consistent way.
Such model calculations could be carried out very quickly and thus they could
be used to analyse the effects of various input parameters on the discharge and
deposition characteristics of HiPIMS.
The aims of the thesis has been set as follows:
1. Develop a non-stationary model of high-power impulse magnetron sputtering
discharges. The model must include the process gas and the target mate-
rial atoms and ions and their reactions in the discharge plasma relevant for
HiPIMS discharges. The model must be able to simulate the sputtering of
target material atoms and their transport towards the substrate.
2. Prepare necessary material data of argon gas and copper target for model
calculations.
3. Compare the target current waveforms, plasma densities and electron tem-
peratures calculated by the model with experimental results for two different
HiPIMS systems.
4. Use the model to investigate the effects of input parameters (target voltage,
target power, magnetic field strength, pulse length and shape) on the discharge
and deposition characteristics (composition of the discharge plasma, deposition
rate and ionized fraction of the target material atoms in the flux onto the
substrate) under typical conditions used in real HiPIMS discharges and explain
the results.
5. Compare the results of the non-stationary two-zone model with the predictions
of the steady-state phenomenological model (Vlcˇek and Burcalova´, 2010).
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4 Non-stationary two-zone model
In this chapter, a non-stationary two-zone model for HiPIMS discharges will be
presented. The model is based on a global-model description of plasma. Therefore,
the spatial resolution of the model is reduced, but the equations describing the
time-evolution of plasma characteristics can be solved over the whole period of the
voltage pulse. The aim of the model is to provide fundamental understanding of the
role of the process gas and the target material atoms in the target sputtering and
film deposition in HiPIMS.
The main advantages of the model are (1) self-consistency, allowing to calculate
the target current as well as the deposition rate based on the process input pa-
rameters and material parameters, (2) very fast solution, allowing to perform many
series of calculations for various input parameters and thus to discover general re-
lations between them. The new features of this model, with respect to previous
global plasma models, are (1) the division of the simulated volume into two zones,
which reflect the spatial structure of a magnetron discharge, (2) an incorporation
of fast (secondary) electrons and fast sputtered target material atoms apart from
the thermalized electrons and atoms, (3) an introduction of a calculated potential
drop (magnetic presheath) near the target and (4) a self-consistent calculation of
the target current.
The development of the model from the first idea towards the present state lasted
over two years. In the beginning, a concept of the global model was implemented
and material data for model calculations were prepared. By validating the model
results with experimental results it was found that some experimental trends are not
well resolved by the model. Based on recent papers, several key physical processes
that should be included in the model were identified, e.g., the magnetic presheath
potential in Zone I and the velocity distribution of the sputtered target material
atoms. The evolution of the model was not straightforward, several difficulties had
to be solved, some ideas were discarded after some effort due to their complexity
or little benefit. After a repeating validation of the model, we believe the present-
state model describes the discharge physics optimally in the sense that a significant
improvement of the model would require its extensive modification. The following
sections will describe the details of the model.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the model geometry. The cylindrically symmet-
ric discharge plasma between the planar target and the planar substrate is divided
into two zones: the high density plasma confined in a ring-shaped region above the
target racetrack (Zone I) and the bulk plasma filling the space between Zone I and
the substrate (Zone II).
4.1 Model geometry and spatial approximations
The model describes a cylindrically symmetric planar magnetron. A cylindrical
(r, z) coordinate system with the zero point in the centre of the target is used.
A complication for the application of a global model, used before for other types
of discharges (Ashida et al., 1995; Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 2000; Kim et al.,
2006; Hjartarson et al., 2010), onto HiPIMS discharges is the high inhomogeneity of
plasma in a magnetron discharge. The magnetron’s magnetic field causes formation
of a high-density plasma a few centimetres above the target racetrack (Gu and
Lieberman, 1988; Miranda et al., 1990). This region, where the ions used for the
sputtering of the target are generated, is the core of the discharge. Its importance
was emphasized by several authors (Bretagne et al., 1997; Buyle et al., 2004; Olsson
and Maca´k, 2000; Brenning et al., 2008; Samuelsson et al., 2010). Therefore, a key
idea was to divide the discharge plasma into two zones as shown in figure 4.1. Zone
I represents the high-density plasma above the target racetrack of a planar target,
where the electrons are confined by a strong magnetic field. Zone II covers the rest
of the discharge volume between Zone I and the planar substrate. There, the effect
of the magnetic field on the plasma can be neglected and transport of plasma from
Zone I towards chamber walls dominates over plasma generation. Consequently,
a decreasing plasma density in the direction towards the chamber walls can be
expected, as indicated also by optical emission from the plasma (Gu and Lieberman,
1988).
The dimensions of the simulation volume are given by the target-to-substrate
distance L and the vacuum chamber radius R. An expansion of plasma behind the
substrate is neglected in the model.
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Electrons Gas atoms Metal atoms
Thermalized ne, we ng nm
Fast nef ngf nmf
Singly ionized ngi nmi
Table 4.1: List of species included in the model with their associated physical quan-
tities that are the time-dependent variables. Particle densities are denoted by n and
kinetic energy densities by w.
The region of high-density plasma (Zone I) is given by the distribution of ion-
ization of neutral atoms realized mainly by secondary electrons, and thus it is de-
pending predominantly on the distribution of the magnetic field above the target.
However, even for a known distribution of the magnetic field, there is a freedom in
determining an exact boundary between Zone I and Zone II. For the sake of the
model, the dimensions of Zone I are specified by the racetrack radius rrt, its width
wrt and the height l, see figure 4.1. In the first approximation, these are tied to the
target diameter, dt, by setting rrt = wrt = dt/4 and l = wrt/2. The Zone II is given
by the complement of Zone I to the whole simulation volume. The target diame-
ter, the substrate diameter, ds, the chamber radius, R, and the target-to-substrate
distance, L, are geometrical input parameters of the model. The zone volumes are
then calculated as
VI = π
2rrtl
2 , (4.1a)
VII = πR
2L− VI . (4.1b)
In order to describe the transport of particles between the zones and onto the
target and chamber walls, we distinguish 4 boundary surfaces (see figure 4.1): (1)
the surface between Zone I and the racetrack, denoted St, (2) the surface between
Zone I and Zone II, denoted Sb, (3) the chamber wall at r = R, denoted Sr and (4)
the substrate position boundary at z = L, denoted Sz. The areas of these surfaces
are calculated as
St = 2πrrtwrt , (4.2a)
Sb = 2π
2rrtl , (4.2b)
Sr = 2πRL , (4.2c)
Sz = πR
2 , (4.2d)
Ss = πd
2
s/4 , (4.2e)
where Ss is the area of the substrate, which is also included in the Sz area.
The model includes electrons, atoms and singly charged ions of both the process
gas and the target material (see table 4.1). Moreover, to take into account the non-
equilibrium velocity distribution of the neutral atoms, we separate them into two
groups: (1) thermalized atoms with the temperature T and (2) fast atoms with a
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the total particle fluxes F across zone boundaries. The
arrows indicate the positive directions of the fluxes. In the text, various symbols are
used instead of F for the fluxes of individual species: E and Ef for thermalized and
fast electrons, G, Gf and Gi for thermalized, fast and ionized process gas atoms, and
M , Mf and Mi for thermalized, fast and ionized target material atoms, respectively.
directed velocity us, corresponding to the average velocity of the atoms sputtered
from the target (see (4.28) below). Analogously, we distinguish between thermalized
electrons characterized by a selected type of the energy distribution function ge(ε),
and fast (secondary) electrons with initial energy gained in the target sheath (eUs).
The notation of the fluxes across zone boundaries is shown in figure 4.2.
For all species, global particle conservation equations are solved in order to obtain
the time evolution of their densities in both zones. We assume that each density of
a given particle type factors into a fixed spatial distribution part and a calculated
time-dependent magnitude, i.e.
N(t,x) = n(t)n˜(x) . (4.3)
Based on the geometry of the zones and the dominant transport phenomena for the
particle species, three different spatial distribution functions are used in the model.
In Zone I, a constant density distribution function
n˜con(r, z) = 1 (4.4)
is used for thermalized and fast electrons, thermalized atoms and ions, since the zone
is relatively small. In Zone II, the thermalized process gas density is assumed to be
constant as well, taking into account diffusive scattering off the walls and a preset
balance between its inflow and outflow for a given working pressure. On the other
hand, the spatial density distributions of charged particles and thermalized metal
atoms in Zone II are the result of a diffusive transport, so they may be described by
a parabolic function proposed by Hopwood (1998)
n˜IIpar(r, z) = [1− (1− hr)(r/R)2]× [1− (1− hz)(z/L)2] , (4.5)
where hr and hz are wall factors. For ions, they are calculated according to the
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formulas of Godyak(Ashida et al., 1995; Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)
hr,i = 0.8(4 +R/λ¯i)
−1/2 , (4.6a)
hz,i = 0.86(3 + L/λ¯i)
−1/2 , (4.6b)
whereas for the thermalized metal atoms, the wall factors are determined from the
boundary condition for diffusion as
hr,m = [1 + 2Rγ/(πλ¯m(2− γ))]−1 , (4.7a)
hz,m = [1 + 2Lγ/(πλ¯m(2− γ))]−1 . (4.7b)
Here λ¯ =
[√
2pσ/(kT )
]−1
is the average ion or metal atom mean free path, p is the
gas pressure, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the thermodynamic temperature
of the gas, γ is the corresponding sticking coefficient, and σ is the cross section of
charge transfer between ions and gas atoms or the elastic scattering cross section
between metal and gas atoms.
The spatial density distributions of the fast neutral atoms in Zone I (n˜Iexp) and
Zone II (n˜IIexp) are approximated by functions
n˜Iexp(r, z) = f(r, z) exp
[
−
√
(r − rrt)2 + z2/λIf
]
, (4.8a)
n˜IIexp(r, z) = f(r, z) exp
[
−(
√
(r − rrt)2 + z2 − l)/λIIf
]
, (4.8b)
respectively. The function
f(r, z) =
∫ 2π
0
∫ rrt+wrt2
rrt−wrt2
3z3r0dr0dφ
(r2 + r20 − 2rr0 cosφ+ z2)2.5
(4.9)
determines the spatial distribution of the fast atoms assuming a cosine law sputtering
from the planar target racetrack and a transport without collisions. The exponential
part, where λIf and λ
II
f are the mean free paths of the fast atoms in Zone I and
Zone II, respectively, accounts for the collisions which lead to depopulation of the
particle flux. The assignment of spatial distribution functions for the particle species
included in the model is summarized in table 4.2.
For the global conservation equations, we need the volume and surface integrals
of the spatial distribution function, see (4.15) and (4.16) below. The integration of
a constant function is simple; it gives the volumes of the zones and the areas of the
boundary surfaces without any correction. The integrals of the parabolic function in
Zone II, where it is used, can be written analytically in terms of the zone dimensions
and the wall factors hr and hz. The results are summarized in table 4.3.
The exponential distribution functions are complicated due to the fact that the
fast atoms are sputtered in various directions from the target and they are depop-
ulated by collisions, see (4.8) and (4.9). In a steady state, the flux of fast particles
from Zone I into Zone II must be equal to the flux from the target, assuming no
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Electrons Gas atoms Metal atoms
Zone I II I II I II
Thermalized con par con con con par
Fast con con exp exp exp exp
Singly ionized con par con par
Table 4.2: Assignment of spatial density distribution functions to the species in-
cluded in the model; con = constant (4.4), par = parabolic (4.5), exp = exponential
(4.8).
V˜II,par =
1
6
πR2L(hz + 2)(hr + 1)− VI
S˜r,par =
1
3
Srhr(hz + 2)
S˜z,par =
1
2
Szhz(hr + 1)
S˜s,par = Sshz
[
1− 1
2
(1− hr)
(
ds
2R
)2]
Table 4.3: Volume and surface integrals of the parabolic spatial distribution function
in Zone II.
collisions occur in Zone I. Similarly, the sum of the fluxes onto the boundary sur-
faces Sr and Sz equals the total flux into Zone II. We derived that the particle flux
distribution at the z = L plane, assuming the particles are sputtered uniformly from
the target racetrack with a cosine law angular distribution, is given by
Γz(r) =
1
4πrrtwrt
[ −r2 + (rrt + 0.5wrt)2 − L2
[((r − rrt − 0.5wrt)2 + L2)((r + rrt + 0.5wrt)2 + L2)]0.5−
− −r
2 + (rrt − 0.5wrt)2 − L2
[((r − rrt + 0.5wrt)2 + L2)((r + rrt − 0.5wrt)2 + L2)]0.5
]
. (4.10)
Then the integral
fz =
∫ R
0
Γz(r)2πrdr (4.11)
determines the fraction of the total flux incident on the Sz surface and 1− fz deter-
mines the fraction incident on the Sr surface, assuming no collisions occur in Zone
I. Analogously, the fraction
fs =
∫ ds
2
0
Γz(r)2πrdr (4.12)
determines the fraction of the total flux incident on the substrate. In order to further
simplify the integration of the exponential part of the distribution functions (4.8),
we use the approximation that in Zone I, the fast atoms travel the distance l, and
in Zone II, the fraction fz travels the distance of L and the fraction 1 − fz travels
the distance of R. The resulting volume and surface integrals are summarized in
table 4.4.
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V˜I,exp = Stλ
I
f [1− exp(−l/λIf)]
S˜b,exp = St exp(−l/λIf)
V˜II,exp = Sbλ
II
f [1− (1− fz) exp(−R/λIIf )− fz exp(−L/λIIf )]
S˜r,exp = Sb(1− fz) exp(−R/λIIf )
S˜z,exp = Sbfz exp(−L/λIIf )
S˜s,exp = Sbfs exp(−L/λIIf )
Table 4.4: Volume and surface integrals of the exponential spatial distribution func-
tions in both zones.
4.2 Conservation equations
The building block of the mathematical representation of the model is the global
particle conservation equation (2.20). It is used to solve the time evolution of the
time-dependent density magnitude for all particle densities in both zones, except
for the thermalized electrons. Their density can be evaluated directly from the
condition of quasi-neutrality
ne = ngi + nmi − nef . (4.13)
In the model, the global particle conservation equation is used in the form
V˜
dn(t)
dt
+
∑
i
n(t)ui(t)S˜i =
∑
c
nc1(t)nc2(t)Kc(t)V˜c , (4.14)
where ui(t) is an average particle velocity across the i-th boundary surface, nc1(t)
and nc2(t) are the densities of particles interacting in a binary collision with the
corresponding collision rate constant Kc(t). In this equation, the spatial distribution
function n˜(x) is integrated over the zone volume and boundary surfaces, yielding
the factors V˜ and S˜i, respectively. Comparing equations (2.20) and (4.14), it follows
that
V˜ =
∫
V
n˜(x)dx and (4.15)
S˜i =
∫
Si
n˜(x)dx , (4.16)
where V is the zone volume and Si is the area of the i-th boundary surface. Anal-
ogously, the reaction spatial integral V˜c is an integral of the product of spatial
distribution functions corresponding to the densities of the interacting particles, i.e.
V˜c =
∫
V
n˜c1(x)n˜c2(x)dx . (4.17)
It is assumed that thermalized atoms and ions can be characterized by a Max-
wellian velocity distribution with a constant temperature T . Only the spatially
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constant temperatures of thermalized electrons are calculated for both zones from
the global electron energy conservation equation, which has the form
V˜ne
dwe(t)
dt
+
∑
i
Ei(t) = Pe +
∑
c
nc1(t)nc2(t)Kc(t)V˜c , (4.18)
where we = 3/2nekTe is the kinetic energy density of electrons, Ei(t) is the total
energy flux across a zone boundary, Pe is the power input due to an external electric
field, nc1(t) and nc2(t) are the densities of particles interacting in a binary collision
and Kc(t) is the corresponding rate constant for the change of energy density in the
reaction. The flux of energy across zone boundaries is given by convection, i.e.
Ei = EikwkTe , (4.19)
where Ei is the total flux of electrons across the zone boundary and kwkTe is the
average energy transported across a unit area by one electron. The constant kw
depends on the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) of the thermalized
electrons, which is preset for each model calculation.
The first term on the right hand side of (4.18), Pe, represents the Ohmic heating,
i.e. the energy gained by electrons due to an external electric field. According
to recent plasma potential measurements and calculations (Bradley et al., 2001;
Bultinck and Bogaerts, 2008; Mishra et al., 2010; Rauch et al., 2012), a non-zero
electric field (magnetic presheath) extends from the target sheath to a distance of
several centimetres. This electric field is formed in order to maintain the quasi-
neutrality of the plasma above the target racetrack by affecting the fluxes of ions
and magnetized electrons. In the model, a constant electric field in Zone I is assumed
(see figure 4.3). Therefore, the Ohmic heating term in Zone I can be expressed as
P Ie = eEbUI, where Eb is the total flux of electrons from Zone I to Zone II and UI is
the potential drop across Zone I. Since the quasi-neutrality condition is used directly
for the calculation of electron fluxes from Zone II onto the chamber walls, and thus
the plasma potential in Zone II is not needed, we set its value equal to zero. The
Ohmic heating in Zone II is then neglected. The potential drop across the target
sheath is calculated by the relation Us = Ud −UI, where Ud is the discharge voltage
applied to the target.
The quasi-neutrality condition for the fluxes into and out of Zone I can be written
as
ΔQ = Gi,b −Gi,t +Mi,b −Mi,t − Eb + Ef,t = 0 , (4.20)
where the terms on the right-hand-side represent total charged particle fluxes cor-
responding to Zone I, see figure 4.2. It will be seen below from the definition of
the fluxes, that this is a non-linear equation of UI. The solution of such an equa-
tion at each time-step is not very conformable with the solution of other ordinary
differential equations in Matlab, whose routines change the time-step adaptively.
Therefore, the solution for the Zone I potential was rewritten in the form of an
ordinary differential equation in the form
dUI
dt
=
el2
0VI
(Gi,b −Gi,t +Mi,b −Mi,t − Eb + Ef,t) . (4.21)
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the electrostatic potential in the model. The
target potential is set to −Ud. Across Zone I a voltage drop UI is assumed. The
voltage drop in the target sheath then equals Ud − UI. In Zone II the electrostatic
potential is assumed to be zero.
This equation can be solved simultaneously with other ordinary differential equations
arising from the particle and energy conservation equations. Whenever the term on
the right-hand side is non-zero, the value of UI is changed accordingly. The scaling
factor el2/(0VI) arises from the Poisson equation, taking l as the characteristic
dimension of Zone I for the space derivatives. It can be calculated, that the time-
scale for the change of UI is much smaller than the time-scale for the change of the
plasma density in Zone I, and thus UI quickly converges to the equilibrium point
where ΔQ = 0 for the actual charged particle fluxes.
4.2.1 Particle transport
The transport of particles in the simulation volume is described by the integral fluxes
into and from the zone volumes in the form
Fi = n(t)ui(t)S˜i , (4.22)
see the second term in (4.14) and figure 4.2.
The diffusion coefficients which appear in the relations for the fluxes between
Zone I and Zone II are generally expressed as D = 8λv¯/π, where λ is the mean free
path for the collisions of the diffusing species and v¯ is their thermal velocity. To
prevent the diffusion coefficient from increasing ad infinitum for low pressures, we
set its maximum to D = v¯l/4 which corresponds to the thermal flux of particles.
In the following paragraphs, the relations for the fluxes of all plasma species will be
explained.
Target material atoms The sticking coefficient of the target material atoms is
assumed to be unity, i.e. every atom incident on a surface is deposited there. The
flux of thermalized target material atoms onto the target is given by the thermal
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flux
Mt = −1
4
nImv¯mSt , (4.23)
where v¯m is the thermal velocity of the metal atoms. The flux of fast target material
atoms, i.e. the sputtered atoms, is given by
Mf,t = −Gi,tYg(Us)−Mi,tYm(Us) , (4.24)
where Gi,t and Mi,t are the fluxes of the process gas and the target material ions
onto the target, respectively, and Yg and Ym are the sputtering yields induced by the
process gas and target material ions, respectively, which depend on the ion energy
(eUs) gained in the sheath.
The flux of thermalized atoms between the zones is approximated by the diffusion
equation
Mb =
Dm
l
(
nIm − nIIm
)
Sb . (4.25)
Here, the diffusion coefficient, Dm, is calculated using
λIm =
[√
2(nIgσmg + n
I
mσmm)
]−1
, (4.26)
where σmg and σmg are the cross sections for elastic scattering of target material
atoms on process gas and target material atoms, respectively.
The flux of fast atoms between the zones is given by the fast atom density in
Zone I, the velocity of sputtered atoms, us, and the density at the boundary, which
is given by the exponential spatial distribution function, see (4.8) and table 4.4. The
flux can then be written as
Mf,b = n
I
mfusS˜mf,b = n
I
mfus exp
(−l/λImf)St . (4.27)
The velocity, us, is given as the most probable velocity in the Thompson distribution
of sputtered particles, which can be calculated from the surface binding energy εsb
by the relation (Betz and Wien, 1994)
us =
√
εsb
mm
. (4.28)
Since the sputtered target material atoms are the main source of this particle mo-
mentum away from the target, this velocity is used in reference to all fast atoms in
the model.
The fluxes of thermalized target material atoms to the walls are given by the
average velocity v¯m/2, see eq. 5.2.4 in Lieberman and Lichtenberg (2005), which
leads to
Mw =
1
2
nIImv¯m(S˜m,r + S˜m,z) . (4.29)
The flux of fast atoms onto the chamber walls is given by
Mf,w = n
II
mfus(S˜mf,r + S˜mf,z) . (4.30)
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The fluxes of target material atoms onto the substrate can be written analogously,
i.e.
Ms =
1
2
nIImv¯mS˜m,s and (4.31)
Mf,s = n
II
mfusS˜mf,s . (4.32)
The mean free paths λImf and λ
II
mf can be expressed as
λmf =
[
ngσmg
mg
mg +mm
+ nmσmm0.5 + ngiσmg,ct + nmiσmm,ct+
+
neKe-m,iz + nefKef-m,iz
us
]−1
, (4.33)
where the corresponding particle densities in either Zone I or Zone II would be
used. The terms represent the losses of the fast atoms due to the thermalization
by collisions with process gas and target material atoms, due to the charge transfer
collision with process gas and target material ions and due to the ionization by
thermalized and fast electrons, respectively. For the definition of the collision rate
constants, see section 4.2.2.
Process gas atoms The process gas is assumed to have zero sticking coefficient
on the target, substrate and chamber walls, so all impacting atoms are immediately
reflected back into the plasma volume. In addition, it is assumed that fast atoms are
thermalized on the surfaces. On the target, impacting energetic process gas ions are
reflected from the target surface or implanted into the target. Since noble gas atoms
are very weakly bound in materials, these implanted atoms diffuse out of the target
or they are resputtered together with the target material. Little is known about the
energy distribution of the process gas atoms coming from the target, which might
be complicated. However, reflected atoms and also the sputtered target material
atoms have high energies of several eV. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed that process gas atoms leave the target as fast atoms. Hence,
Gt = 0 and (4.34)
Gf,t = −Gi,t , (4.35)
where Gf,t and Gi,t are the fluxes of fast process gas atoms and ions from the target,
respectively. The flux of thermalized atoms between the zones is approximated by
the diffusion equation
Gb =
Dg
l
(
nIg − nIIg
)
Sb . (4.36)
Here, the diffusion coefficient Dg is calculated using
λIg =
[√
2(nIgσgg + n
I
mσmg)
]−1
, (4.37)
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where σgg and σmg are the cross sections for elastic scattering of process gas atoms on
process gas and target material atoms, respectively. The flux of fast atoms between
the zones is given by
Gf,b = n
I
gfusS˜mf,b = n
I
gfus exp
(−l/λIgf)St . (4.38)
The flux of thermalized atoms from chamber walls includes the neutralized process
gas ions and the reflected fast atoms. Only the gas atoms incident on the pumping
system outlet (area Sp) are lost from Zone II. This loss is balanced by the gas inlet,
whose flow is set to maintain the desired process gas pressure, p, under steady-state
no-discharge conditions. This leads to
Gw = −Gi,w −Gf,w + 1
4
v¯g
(
nIIg −
p
kT
)
Sp . (4.39)
The flux of fast atoms onto the substrate and chamber walls is given by
Gf,w = n
II
gfus(S˜gf,r + S˜gf,z) (4.40)
The mean free paths λIgf and λ
II
gf can be expressed, analogously to the previous case
of the fast target material atoms, as
λgf =
[
ngσgg0.5 + nmσmg
mm
mg +mm
+ ngiσgg,ct + nmiσgm,ct+
+
neKe-g,iz + nefKef-g,iz
us
]−1
, (4.41)
where the corresponding particle densities in either Zone I or Zone II would be used.
Process-gas and target-material ions The velocity of ions at a sheath edge is
assumed to be the Bohm velocity
uB = kbv
√
kTe
mi
, (4.42)
where mi is the mass of the ion and the dimensionless factor kbv depends on the
given EEDF through the relation of Riemann (1991)
kbv =
[
kTe
2
∫ ∞
0
ge(ε)
ε
dε
]−0.5
. (4.43)
The Bohm velocity represents a necessary minimum ion velocity and this approach
is commonly used in similar global models, e.g., Ashida et al. (1995) and Hjartarson
et al. (2010). The flux of process gas ions onto the target is then given by
Gi,t = −0.61nIgikbv
√
kT Ie
mg
St , (4.44)
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where the constant 0.61 corresponds to the decrease of density across a collisionless
presheath, see eq. (14.5.14) in Lieberman and Lichtenberg (2005).
The flux of the process gas ions between the zones is expressed by a drift-diffusion
approximation in the form
Gi,b =
Dgi
l
(
nIgi − nIIgi − nIIgi
eUI
kT
)
Sb +Rgf,i exp
(
− eUI
mgu2s
)
, (4.45)
where the influence of the potential drop across Zone I (UI) is also taken into account.
The last term, where Rgf,i is the generation rate of ions from the fast neutrals,
represents fast ions which are able to overcome the potential barrier in Zone I. The
time-dependent mean free path of the ions is evaluated according to
λIgi =
[√
2(nIgσmg,ct + n
I
mσmm,ct) +
νii,C
v¯g
]−1
, (4.46)
where σmg,ct and σmm,ct are the cross sections for the process-gas-ion charge transfer
onto gas or target material atoms, respectively. The Coulomb collision frequency
νii,C is determined from the Spitzer’s formula (Callen, 2006; Horwat and Anders,
2010)
νii,C =
(nIgi + n
I
mi)
3/2e4 ln Λ
12π3/220(n
I
gimg + n
I
mimm)
1/2(kT )3/2
. (4.47)
We use lnΛ = 10 as this value of the Coulomb logarithm is convenient for low-
temperature plasmas.
The fluxes of ions onto the chamber walls and onto the substrate are given by
Gi,w = n
II
gikbv
√
kT IIe
mg
(S˜gi,r + S˜gi,z) . (4.48)
All fluxes of target material ions are given analogously.
Electrons The fluxes of electrons are used to determine the convective fluxes of
energy (4.19) for the energy conservation equation (4.18). The parameter kw depends
on the EEDF through the relation (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005, chap. 18.6)
kw =
∫∞
0
ε1.5ge(ε)dε
kTe
∫∞
0
ε0.5ge(ε)dε
. (4.49)
During the voltage pulse, the flux of thermalized electron onto the target is zero
due to the high sheath potential. After the pulse, the electrons and ions are lost
from the plasma volume mainly to chamber walls, which are much larger than the
target. Therefore, the flux of electrons to the target after the pulse is negligible and
for simplicity, it is set to zero. The flux of fast (secondary) electrons from the target
is given by
Eef,t = −(1− r)(Gi,tγg +Mi,tγm) , (4.50)
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where γg and γm are the secondary electron emission coefficients induced by the pro-
cess gas and the target material ions, respectively, and r is the recapture coefficient,
defining the fraction of secondary electrons, that are almost immediately reabsorbed
by the target (Buyle et al., 2003).
We assume that the magnetic induction at the interface between Zone I and
Zone II is roughly parallel to this interface (in agreement with the model of Buyle
et al. (2004)) and thus the electrons are well confined by the magnetic field in Zone
I. Then the fast electrons lose almost all of their energy in Zone I and we may set
Eef,b = 0, which means that there are no fast electrons in Zone II. The flux of
thermalized electrons from Zone I to Zone II goes perpendicularly to the magnetic
field lines and thus it can be modelled by a drift-diffusion equation in the form
Eb =
De
l
(
nIe − nIIe + nIe
eUI
kT Ie
)
Sb . (4.51)
In this equation, we use a general relation for the cross-field diffusion coefficient
De =
1
ωgeτc
kT Ie
eB
, (4.52)
where the gyration-to-collision frequency ratio ωgeτc is a constant input parameter
of the model.
The flux of thermalized electrons onto chamber walls is calculated directly from
the condition of quasi-neutrality in Zone II in the form
Ew = Gi,w +Mi,w −Gi,b −Mi,b + Eb . (4.53)
4.2.2 Plasma reactions
The most important plasma reactions in magnetron discharges result from binary
particle collisions, which are described by a rate Rc = nc1nc2KcV˜c, see the third
term of (4.14). Three types of electron–atom collisions are included in the model:
ionization, excitation and elastic scattering. The ionization process generates ions
from both the thermalized and fast neutral atoms. Excited states are not resolved
by the model, but excitation and elastic collisions are taken into account in the
calculation of electron energy losses due to collisions with neutral atoms.
The collision rate constants for electron–atom collisions depend on the electron
energy distribution function. In magnetron discharges, the distribution differ sig-
nificantly from the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution functions due to the fast
(secondary) electrons which are emitted from the target and gain a high energy in
the target sheath. In the model, the thermalized and fast electrons are distinguished
and a way to calculate the collision rate constants for these two groups of electrons
was devised.
For the case of thermalized electrons, the rate constants are calculated classically
as
K(Te) =
(
2e
me
)0.5 ∫ ∞
0
ε0.5σ(ε)ge(ε, Te)dε , (4.54)
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where σ(ε) is the cross-section of the respective collisional process. In this way
the rate constants for the ionization of the process gas and the target material,
Ke-g,iz and Ke-m,iz, are calculated. The rate constant for the electron energy loss is
calculated as
K(Te) =
(
2e
me
)0.5 ∫ ∞
0
ε0.5η(ε)σ(ε)ge(ε, Te)dε , (4.55)
where η(ε) is the average energy lost during the collisional process by the incident
electron with energy ε. The average energy loss in inelastic processes is given by the
threshold energy of the process (i.e. the ionization or the excitation energy). In the
case the total excitation cross section is a sum of several cross sections corresponding
to excitations to different atomic levels, the average energy loss is given by a weighted
average of the excitation energies. The average energy loss in elastic scattering
collisions can be expressed as
ηel(ε) =
2memg
(me +mg)2
σmt(ε)
σel(ε)
ε , (4.56)
where me and mg are the masses of the electron and the target atom, respectively,
σmt is the momentum transfer cross section and σel is the elastic scattering cross
section. In the simplified case of a hard-sphere collision, the fraction σmt/σel = 1.
The total rate constants for the electron energy lost by collisions with the process
gas atoms is calculated as Ke-g = Ke-g,iz +Ke-g,ex +Ke-g,el. The rate constant for the
collisions with the target material atoms, Ke-m, is calculated analogously.
For the fast electrons, a stand-alone single particle Monte Carlo simulation (sim-
ilar to that of Miranda et al. (1990)) is used to calculate the collisions of a secondary
electron from the time it is emitted from the target with the energy eUs until its
energy drops below a threshold energy εthr. It should be noted, that all electrons
generated by the initial electron during its lifetime are followed in the same way.
The process is repeated for a sufficient number of electrons, so that representative
average characteristics are obtained. Three important parameters are recorded: (1)
the average number of ionizations done by a single secondary electron, Nef-g,iz, (2)
the average total energy of the thermalized electrons generated by a single secondary
electron, εef-g,th, and (3) the average product of the secondary electron lifetime and
the density of the target atoms, ngτef-g. Here, the symbols are written for the case
of collisions with process gas atoms. It can be easily derived that the lifetime of
a secondary electron is inversely proportional to the density of the target atoms.
Therefore, the product ngτef-g is independent of this density. The recorded parame-
ters thus depend only on the sheath voltage, Us, on the cross-sections for the three
electron–atom collisions considered and on the threshold energy.
The threshold energy was set to εthr = 30 eV as in the simulation of Musschoot
et al. (2008). We believe that this is a reasonable choice. With a higher value we
would underestimate the ionization efficiency of the energetic electrons by transfer-
ring them to the thermalized group too soon. On the other hand, for energies of
several tens of eV, Coulomb collisions become dominant, especially for high plasma
densities, and cause a fast thermalization of the electrons. Our tests showed that a
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variation of the threshold energy by 10 eV does not have a significant influence on
the results of the model.
It should be reminded, that during the ionization and excitation of atoms, the
fast electrons lose energy until they become thermalized and that they retain some of
their initial energy as thermalized electrons. That is why we need to describe three
processes connected with the ionization by secondary electrons: the ionization, the
thermalization and the energy transfer to thermalized electrons. We introduce the
collision rate constant for the thermalization of fast electrons by the collisions with
process gas atoms as
Kef-g,th =
1
τef-gng
, (4.57)
the collision rate constant for the ionization of process gas atoms by fast electrons
as
Kef-g,iz = M
Nef-g
τef-gng
(4.58)
and the collision rate constant for the addition of energy to the thermalized electrons
as
Kef-g = M εef-g,th
τef-gng
. (4.59)
The coefficient M accounts for an increase in the number of ions generated by a
fast electron due to creation of electron–ion pairs in the sheath, see Musschoot et al.
(2008). The constant itself is given by the relation M = 1+1×s2, where the sheath
thickness s (in mm) is calculated from the collisionless Child-Langmuir law and the
fitting constant 1 was estimated by a comparison with experimental waveforms. For
the target material atoms, these rate constants can be rewritten in a straightforward
manner.
Two types of collisions between atoms and ions are included in the model: elastic
scattering and ion–atom charge transfer. The elastic collisions are included in the
rate terms for the transfer of particles between the fast and the thermalized groups.
The collision rate constant for the acceleration of atoms from the thermalized to the
fast group is expressed as
Km-g,ac = σmgus
(
1− mg
mg +mm
)
, (4.60)
for an exemplary collision between a target material atom with massmm and velocity
us and a stationary process gas atom with mass mg, where it is assumed that the
average momentum fractionmg/(mg+mm) is transferred onto the stationary process
gas atom in a hard-sphere collision. Here, σmg is the elastic collision cross-section
between the process gas and the target material atoms. Conversely, the rate constant
for the thermalization of fast target material atoms in a collision with thermalized
process gas atoms can be expressed as
Km-g,th = σmgus
mg
mg +mm
. (4.61)
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Reaction Cross section
Average electron energy loss
(only electron–atom collisions)
e + G → 2e + G+ σeg,iz(ε) ηeg,iz(ε)
e + G → e + G∗ σeg,ex(ε) ηeg,ex(ε)
e + G → e + G σeg,el(ε) ηeg,el(ε)
e + M → 2e + M+ σem,iz(ε) ηem,iz(ε)
e + M → e + M∗ σem,ex(ε) ηem,ex(ε)
e + M → e + M σem,el(ε) ηem,el(ε)
G + G → G + G σgg
M + G → M + G σmg
M + M → M + M σmm
G + G+ → G+ + G σgg,ct
M + G+ → M+ + G σmg,ct
G + M+ → G+ + M σgm,ct
M + M+ → M+ + M σmm,ct
Table 4.5: Reactions included in the model. In the reaction description, e = electron,
G = process gas atom and M = target material atom. The cross sections are denoted
by σ and the average electron energy loss functions by η. For the electron–atom
collisions, σ and η are functions of the electron energy ε.
Charge transfer collisions between neutral atoms and ions play an important role
especially in Zone I, where large fluxes of sputtered particles interact with a high
density plasma (Anders and Oks, 2009). The collision rate constant for the charge
transfer between fast target material atoms and process gas ions is calculated as
Km-g,ct = σmg,ctus , (4.62)
assuming the charge transfer cross section σmg,ct is independent of velocity. All the
reactions included in the model are summarized in table 4.5.
4.3 Parameters of the model
In previous sections, the model equations and the terms for the transport and col-
lisions of the model species were presented. In this section, the input parameters of
the model will be summarized.
Three parameters describe specific plasma properties related to the fluid descrip-
tion of plasma: the EEDF of thermalized electrons, g(ε), the electron cross-field
transport parameter, ωgeτc, and the temperature of ions and thermalized atoms, T .
Typically, we use the Druyvesteyn EEDF, which can be written as
g(ε) = 0.565kT−1.5e ε
0.5 exp
[
−0.243
(
ε
kTe
)2]
. (4.63)
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Druyvesteyn-like EEDFs were detected in HiPIMS discharges during the initial part
of a voltage pulse and after the pulse end (Gudmundsson et al., 2001; Pajdarova´
et al., 2009). During the high-density part of the pulse the Maxwell-like EEDFs with
strongly reduced high-energy tail were recorded (Pajdarova´ et al., 2009), which can
be also approximated by the Druyvesteyn EEDF. Then the dependent transport
parameters are kbv = 1.17 and kw = 1.80, using (4.43) and (4.49), respectively.
If not specified otherwise, we use the value ωgeτc = 16 which corresponds to the
Bohm diffusion regime (Chen, 1984). This means that the transport of electrons
across the magnetic field is faster than predicted by a classical fluid theory, which is
in agreement with experimental results (Rossnagel and Kaufman, 1987; Bohlmark
et al., 2004; Brenning et al., 2009). The temperature of ions and thermalized atoms
is set to T = 300K.
The other model parameters can be divided into two groups: process input
parameters and material parameters. The process input parameters describe the
technological properties that are set by the designer or operator of the HiPIMS sys-
tem. The geometry of the simulation volume is determined by the chamber radius,
R, the target-to-substrate distance, L, the target diameter, dt, and the substrate
diameter, ds, see figure 4.1. The complicated magnetic field is approximated by a
single value, B, which represents a mean magnetic field induction in Zone I, see
equations (4.51) and (4.52). The process gas pressure, p, determines the density of
the process gas at steady-state no-discharge conditions, see (4.39). Although the
model is able to calculate a steady-state of a continuous high-power discharge, it
is primarily intended for HiPIMS discharges, so the target voltage is expected to
represent periodic pulses. Then, the voltage pulse is specified by a time-evolution
of the magnetron voltage, Ud(t), for the duration of one period T . An arbitrary
voltage pulse can be used, but for simplicity, an ideally rectangular voltage pulse
will be used frequently, see figure 4.4. The rectangular voltage pulse is given by a
target voltage during the pulse, Ud, by a pulse duration, t1, and by the pulse period,
T , or a repetition frequency, fr.
The material parameters are related to the process gas and the target material
used for a specific simulation. The necessary material data for the model are: (1)
sputtering yields of the target due to the impact of process gas and target material
ions, Yg and Ym as functions of the target sheath voltage, respectively, see (4.24); (2)
secondary electron emission coefficients, γg and γm, and the recapture coefficient,
r, see (4.50); (3) surface binding energy of the target material, εsb, see (4.28); and
(4) cross-sections for the included collisional processes, see table 4.5. Note, that the
cross sections for electron collisions are functions of electron energy.
4.4 Implementation and numerical solution
The complete set of model equations comprise of 16 non-linear ordinary differential
equations (12 particle conservation equations for the process gas and target material
ions, thermalized and fast atoms in both zones, see (4.14), 1 particle conservation
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of a rectangular voltage pulse which is used fre-
quently as an input of the model. The parameters of the pulse are the target voltage,
Ud, pulse length, t1, and the pulse period, T .
equation for the fast electrons in Zone I, see (4.14), 2 energy conservation equations
for thermalized electrons in both zones, see (4.18), and 1 equation for the Zone I
potential, UI, see (4.21)). The set of equations can be written in the general form
dy(t)
dt
= f(t,y(t)) , (4.64)
where y(t) ∈ R16 is a vector of the time-dependent model variables and f(t,y) is a
vector function corresponding to the right-hand-sides of the 16 ordinary differential
equations. The solution of the model is the time-evolution of the vector y(t), where
t ∈ 〈0, T 〉. A stable discharge, which is obtained after several pulse periods, is
characterized by the condition y(0) = y(T ), which is implemented as a convergence
criterion
max
i
|yi(T )− yi(0)|
|yi(0)| < δ , (4.65)
where yi represents a component of the solution vector y and δ is the tolerance, which
is set to 10−2 by default. It was tested that this tolerance is perfectly sufficient to
obtain accurate and reproducible results.
The model is implemented in the Matlab 2010 environment which provides op-
timized routines for numerical solution of algebraic and differential equations. The
solution procedure can be divided into the following steps.
1. Load model input parameters and tables of collision rate constants
All input parameters for the calculation are loaded. The zone volumes, surface
areas and the spatial distribution function integrals are calculated. The colli-
sion rate constants, which are calculated in advance and stored in tables, are
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loaded. The collision rate constants for thermalized electrons, Ke-g,iz, Ke-m,iz,
Ke-g, Ke-m, are tabulated as functions of the electron temperature in the range
of 0 − 20 eV. The collision rate constants for fast electrons, Kef-g,th, Kef-g,iz,
Kef-g and Kef-m,th, Kef-m,iz, Kef-m, are tabulated as functions of the sheath volt-
age, Us, in the range of 100 − 1500V. During the solution of the model, the
desired values are interpolated from these tables based on the current values
of the electron temperature and the sheath voltage.
2. Set initial conditions
As initial conditions y(0), we use typical plasma conditions in magnetron
discharges, i.e. the initial process gas density given by the pressure, the initial
plasma density of 1016m−3 and the initial electron temperature of 2 eV. These
initial conditions ensure that the model discharge is “ignited” when a sufficient
target voltage is applied at the beginning of the first pulse. The converged
results are independent of the initial conditions when those are set reasonably.
3. Solve the model equations during one pulse period
The set of model equations (4.64) is solved for the duration of one period,
providing the time-evolution of the solution vector y(t) in t ∈ 〈0, T 〉. We
use the ode15s routine which uses a variable order solver based on numerical
differentiation formulas. This solver provides the shortest computation time
when compared to other solvers available in Matlab.
4. Check convergence
If the convergence condition (4.65) is not satisfied, the initial state is set to
the final state obtained at the end of the pulse, i.e. y(0) = y(T ), and another
pulse period is solved, see step 3.
5. Calculate discharge characteristics and save results
Once the convergence is reached, the time-evolution of the desired discharge
characteristics are calculated from the solution y(t). These include the densi-
ties of particles in both zones, the electron temperature in both zones, target
current, the fluxes of particles onto the target and substrate. From these,
various time-averaged characteristics can be calculated, including the average
target current in a pulse, the average target power density in a pulse and in a
period, the average flux of the target material atoms and ions onto the sub-
strate and the average deposition rate. These outputs are saved into text files
which can then be processed for graphical visualisation of the results.
4.5 Discharge and deposition characteristics
After the solution of the model equations, the important discharge and deposition
characteristics are calculated from the particle densities and fluxes. The quantities
used frequently as the results of the model should be defined here beforehand.
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The discharge current, i.e. the total current measured at the target, is given
naturally by
Id = −e(Gi,t +Mi,t − Ef,t) . (4.66)
The fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux onto the target
mt =
Mi,t
Gi,t +Mi,t
(4.67)
and the fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux onto the substrate
ms =
Mi,s
Gi,s +Mi,s
. (4.68)
The ionized fraction of the target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate is
given by
Θ =
Mi,s
Ms +Mf,s +Mi,s
. (4.69)
To determine the direction of ion flow from Zone I, we define a parameter σ as
the fraction of ion flux onto the target in the total ion flux leaving Zone I (see the
link to the phenomenological model of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) presented in
section 2.2.2), i.e.
σg =
−Gi,t
Gi,b −Gi,t and (4.70)
σm =
−Mi,t
Mi,b −Mi,t , (4.71)
(4.72)
where the signs correspond to the chosen direction convention (see figure 4.2) so
that σ > 0.
To characterize the “continuous” properties of the pulsed discharge seen on the
scale of many periods we average the above mentioned quantities over the pulse
duration t1 or over the period T . We define the average target current in a pulse
Ida =
1
t1
∫ t1
0
Iddt , (4.73)
the average target power density in a pulse
Sda =
4
πd2t t1
∫ t1
0
UdIddt . (4.74)
and the average target power density in a period
Sd =
4
πd2tT
∫ T
0
UdIddt . (4.75)
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Notice that the power densities are averaged over the whole target area. This is
a common practise with experimental results where it is difficult to determine the
racetrack area.
The average fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux onto the target
in the pulse, mta, and in a period, mt, is then obtained as
mta =
∫ t1
0
Mi,tdt∫ t1
0
(Gi,t +Mi,t)dt
(4.76)
and
mt =
∫ T
0
Mi,tdt∫ T
0
(Gi,t +Mi,t)dt
, (4.77)
respectively. The average values ms, Θ, σga and σma are defined analogously by inte-
grating separately the numerator and denominator ofms, Θ, σg and σm, respectively,
over the pulse length (σga and σma) or over the period (ms and Θ).
Finally, the average deposition rate, aD, is defined as
aD =
1
nfSsT
∫ T
0
(Ms +Mf,s +Mi,s)dt , (4.78)
where Ss is the substrate area and nf is the atomic density of the growing film, which
is assumed to be equal to the bulk density of the target material. An important
quantity is the ratio aD/Sd, called shortly as the normalized deposition rate, which
measure the effectiveness of the sputtering process and enables us to compare the
deposition rate of discharges with different target powers.
4.6 Material parameters for argon gas and copper
target
The sputtering yields of copper induced by the impact of argon and copper ions, Yg
and Ym, respectively, were calculated by the TRIM code (Ziegler et al., 2008) for
the energy of the impacting ions in the range from 300 to 1000 eV. Analytical power
law functions were then fitted to this data. Assuming that the ion energy is equal
to the sheath voltage, we obtain
Yg = 0.056U
0.608
s , (4.79a)
Ym = 0.023U
0.724
s , (4.79b)
where Us is in Volts.
For the secondary electron emission due to the impact of argon ions, we used
the empirical formula γg = 0.016(Eig − 2Ewm) (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005,
eq. 9.3.4) where Eig is the gas atom ionization energy and Ewm is the work function
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of the target material. Taking Eig = 15.82 and Ewm = 4.4 in agreement with Vlcˇek
and Burcalova´ (2010), we obtain
γg = 0.112 . (4.80)
However, this empirical formula gives negative secondary electron emission coeffi-
cient for the impact of copper ions. Note that a sustained (gasless) self-sputtering
of copper is possible (Posadowski, 1995; Andersson and Anders, 2008). In addition,
production of doubly charged Cu2+ ions is very low even at high target power den-
sities in magnetron sputtering discharges (Vlcˇek et al., 2007a,b). Based on the work
of Phelps and Petrovic (1999), we assume that the kinetic emission as well as the
potential emission of highly excited Cu+ ions and possible Cu2+ ions contribute to
the secondary electron emission from “technological” surfaces. Owing to the lack
of data for the secondary electron emission due to the incident metallic ions in the
literature, we used
γm = sγg (4.81)
following the model of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010). They showed that the values of
the parameter s should be sufficiently high (s > 0.5) to obtain realistic results for
the sputtering of copper. The influence of the parameter s on the model results will
be analysed.
The effective secondary electron emission coefficients are also affected by the
recapture of the fast (secondary) electrons on the target, r. This was estimated
for each magnetic field configuration and pressure based on a single particle Monte
Carlo simulation developed by us.
We use the copper atomic density nCu = 8.47 × 1022 cm−3 for the calculation
of the deposition rate, see (4.78), assuming the film density is equal to the mass
density of bulk copper (8.94 gcm−3).
The cross sections for electron collisions with argon atoms (total excitation, ion-
ization and elastic scattering) were taken from the compilation of Hayashi (2003).
For ionization, the average energy loss is given by the ionization energy 15.82 eV.
For excitation, the average energy loss is set to 12 eV. For elastic scattering, the
average energy loss is calculated using (4.56).
The cross sections for electron collisions with copper atoms are taken from Bo-
gaerts et al. (1998) (excitation and ionization) and from Trajmar et al. (1977) (elastic
scattering). The total excitation cross section is a sum of 5 cross sections correspond-
ing to excitations from the ground state to different excitation levels. Therefore the
average energy loss equals to a weighted average of the corresponding excitation
energies. The average energy loss during ionization is given by the ionization energy
of 7.73 eV.
As mentioned in the previous section, these cross sections are used to precalculate
the collision rate constants for the reactions of thermalized and fast electrons, see
figure 4.5 and figure 4.6, respectively.
For the elastic scattering of argon atoms and for the charge transfer between
argon atoms and ions, we used the data of Phelps (1991). Owing to the lack of data
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Figure 4.5: The rate constants for the ionization of argon (solid blue line) and copper
(solid red line) atoms by thermalized electrons and the rate constants for the loss
of energy of thermalized electrons by collisions with argon (dashed blue line) and
copper (dashed red line) atoms as functions of the electron temperature.
Figure 4.6: The rate constants for the ionization of argon (solid blue line) and copper
(solid red line) atoms by fast electrons and the rate constants for the thermalization
of fast electrons by collisions with argon (dashed blue line) and copper (dashed red
line) atoms as functions of the initial energy of fast electrons.
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for copper, we used the hard-sphere approximation for the elastic scattering of copper
on argon atoms and between copper atoms. The cross sections for the charge transfer
between argon ions and copper atoms and between copper ions and argon atoms were
calculated using (3.4.31) in Lieberman and Lichtenberg (2005). The cross section
for the charge transfer between copper atoms and ions was taken from Smirnov
(2000). In all cases we assumed the relative energy of the colliding atoms in the
order of a few eV, which is a typical energy of the sputtered target material atoms.
This gives the values σgg = 10
−19m2, σmg = 1.3 × 10−19m2, σmm = 2.3× 10−19m2,
σgg,ct = 6×10−19 m2, σmg,ct = 10×10−19 m2, σgm,ct = 0m2 and σmm,ct = 16×10−19m2.
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5 Results and discussion
The results of the model are organized into 4 sections which correspond to the results
published in the papers [I–IV]. The first section deals mainly with the validation of
the model for two different HiPIMS systems. Target current waveforms, plasma
densities and electron temperatures calculated by the model are compared with
experimental measurements. In the second section, the effect of an increasing target
power density achieved by increasing the target voltage is studied. The model input
parameters were chosen to correspond to the system used by Anders et al. (2007)
who measured the target current waveforms for a wide range of target voltages.
The calculated target current waveforms are compared to experimental ones and
the calculated composition of the discharge plasma is analysed. In the third section,
the effect of the magnetic field strength, the voltage pulse length and shape, and
the repetition frequency is studied. An emphasis is given to the relations between
the process input parameters and the deposition rate and the ionized fraction of the
target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate. In the final section, the results
of the non-stationary model are compared to the steady-state phenomenological
model of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010). This comparison explains and quantifies
the most important processes influencing the transport and ionization of sputtered
target material atoms in a HiPIMS discharge. Especially, the effect of the magnetic
field on the return of ionized target material atoms onto the target is discussed.
5.1 Validation of the model results for copper
For the validation of the model, the experimental results from two different HiPIMS
systems were chosen for comparison: Pajdarova´ et al. (2009), denoted A, and Gud-
mundsson et al. (2009), denoted B. For the summary of the process parameters, see
table 5.1. In both cases, time-resolved measurements of the electron density and the
electron temperature were carried out at the distances from the magnetron target
of 100mm in the case A and of 80mm in the case B. In the case A, 200μs pulses
with constant target voltages of 800V and 560V and a repetition frequency of 1 kHz
were used. The argon pressure was fixed at 1.0 Pa. In the case B, two different pres-
sures, 0.40 Pa and 2.67 Pa, were used. The voltage at the beginning of the pulse was
1000V, but the power supply was unable to retain this value for the entire pulse
duration, so the voltage decreased during the pulse to 250V when the pressure was
2.67 Pa and to 400V when the pressure was 0.40 Pa. The measured target voltage
waveforms, which are not shown here, were used as an input parameter of the model.
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The voltage pulse duration ranged from 80 to 90μs (depending on the pressure) and
the repetition frequency was 50Hz.
5.1.1 Discharge current
The comparison of target current waveforms for the case A is shown in figure 5.1.
Due to the constant target voltage and quite a long pulse duration, the discharge
current reached a steady state during the pulse. In the left panel of figure 5.1, we
show the experimental waveforms for both values of the target voltage, 560 and
800V, and the calculated waveforms for two values of the parameter s, determining
the secondary electron emission due to the impact of copper ions, see (4.81). The
effect of s is strong especially for the high power case (Ud = 800V) which suggests
that in this case there is a high fraction of copper ions in the flux to the target.
When the parameter s increases, the ability of the discharge to be sustained in the
self-sputtering mode is promoted and the target current evolves to a higher peak
value. Comparing the shapes of the calculated and the experimental waveforms, we
can conclude that the value of the parameter s lies in the range between 0.5 and
0.7.
The right panel of figure 5.1 shows the effect of the recapture coefficient r on
the calculated target current while the parameter s had a fixed value of 0.6. The
recapture coefficient r determines the overall effectiveness of the secondary electron
emission, regardless of the composition of the ion flux to the target, see (4.50). It
can be seen that a small change in r (increase by 0.05) has a significant effect on
the peak target current (30% decrease). This is due to the fact that the secondary
electrons have a high energy and they are the main source of ionization despite their
low number compared to the thermalized ones. We can see that the shapes of the
calculated waveforms are very similar to those experimentally recorded. For the
A B
Model volume (radius × length) 250× 100mm 225× 200mm
Target diameter 100mm 150mm
Target material Cu Cu
Argon pressure 1.0 Pa 0.40 and 2.67 Pa
Magnetic field 370G 300G
Target voltage 800 and 560V 1000→ ∼ 300V
Pulse length 200μs 80− 90μs
Repetition frequency 1 kHz 50Hz
Table 5.1: Process input parameters used for the model validation. The case A
corresponds to the work of Pajdarova´ et al. (2009) and the case B corresponds to
the work of Gudmundsson et al. (2009). In the case B, the voltage was decreasing
during the pulse and the final value varied with the argon pressure.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the target current waveforms calculated by the model
with the experimental results obtained by Pajdarova´ et al. (2009) (the case A) for
the target voltages of 800V (red lines) and 560V (blue lines). The sensitivity of
the model results to the parameter s (determining the secondary electron emission
coefficient due to the impact of target material ions) with r = 0.35 is shown in the
left panel. The sensitivity of the model results to the secondary electron recapture
coefficient r with s = 0.6 is shown in the right panel.
high power case, the peak current estimated by the model is in a good agreement
with experiment. For the low power case (Ud = 560V) the calculated peak current
overestimates the real value. This is probably caused by the underestimation of the
values of r = 0.35 and 0.40 used in our calculations for this case, when a lower
plasma density above the target racetrack results in a prolongation of the electron
mean free path leading to a higher recapture coefficient.
The comparison of target current waveforms for the case B is shown in figure 5.2,
where also the influence of the secondary electron recapture coefficient r is shown.
In this case we did not have a detailed information about the magnetic field config-
uration used in the experiments, so we estimated the basic values of the recapture
coefficient r to be 0.15 and 0.05 for the pressure of 0.40 and 2.67 Pa, respectively.
Then r is increased by 0.05 to see the sensitivity. We expect the values to be lower
than in the previous case due to a larger target diameter. Also, the recapture co-
efficient should decrease with an increasing pressure. For both values of the argon
pressure, the experimental and calculated target current waveforms follow the same
trend. The target current rises at the beginning of the pulse, reaching a peak value
and then decreases. This is due to the fact that the decrease of the target voltage
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the target current waveforms calculated by the model
with the experimental results obtained by Gudmundsson et al. (2009) (the case B)
for the gas pressures of 2.67 Pa (red lines) and 0.40 Pa (blue lines). The sensitivity
of the model results to the recapture coefficient r is shown. The parameter s = 0.7.
during the pulse (as was the case for this experimental setup) does not allow to
sustain the discharge in the high current regime. After an increase in the working
gas pressure, the peak of the target current is higher and occurs sooner in the pulse.
This trend is also predicted by the model and is explained by the higher initial
argon density, which enables a faster ionization and thus an intensive sputtering of
the target and an enhancement of secondary electron emission.
5.1.2 Electron density and temperature
Figure 5.3 shows the time evolution of the electron densities predicted by the model
for the case A. Very high plasma densities are obtained, up to 1020m−3 for the
high power case (Ud = 800V) and 3 × 1019m−3 for the low power case (Ud =
560V), in Zone I. In the lower part of the figure, the electron densities measured
at the substrate position (100mm from the target) are compared with the electron
densities predicted by the model for the same position in Zone II. As can be seen,
the calculated densities, two orders of magnitude lower than those for Zone I, are
in a very good agreement with the experimental data. The model also correctly
predicts relatively high initial electron densities at the pulse beginning (1017m−3 for
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Figure 5.3: Time evolutions of the electron density in Zone I and at a substrate
position (100mm from the target) in Zone II calculated for the target voltages
of 800V (red lines) and 560V (blue lines) under the experimental conditions of
Pajdarova´ et al. (2009) (the case A). The experimental values measured at the
substrate position are also shown for comparison. The sensitivity of the model
results to the secondary electron recapture coefficient r is presented for r = 0.35
(solid lines) and r = 0.40 (dashed lines). The parameter s = 0.6.
Ud = 800V and 10
16m−3 for Ud = 560V), which are caused by the high repetition
frequency of the voltage pulses (1 kHz in this case) preventing a significant decay of
afterglow plasma.
Figure 5.4 shows the time evolution of the electron densities predicted by the
model for the case B. Again, very high plasma densities in Zone I (up to 1020m−3)
are obtained. Although the peak densities are comparable to the case A, the tar-
get currents in previous figures are higher due to the larger diameter of the target
(150mm in this case). In the lower part of the figure, the electron densities (mea-
sured at 80mm from the target) are compared with the electron densities calculated
by the model for the same position in Zone II. We can see a very good agreement
especially during the pulse, when the density is rising. After the pulse, the calcu-
lated decrease of the electron density is slower than the measured one, which may
be caused by the particle averaging over the large volume of Zone II. Nevertheless,
one can notice that the decrease of the plasma density after the pulse is slightly
slower for the high pressure case (p = 2.67 Pa). This is a direct consequence of the
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Figure 5.4: Time evolutions of the electron density in Zone I and at a probe posi-
tion (80mm from the target) in Zone II calculated for the gas pressures p = 2.67 Pa
(red lines) and p = 0.40 Pa (blue lines) under the experimental conditions of Gud-
mundsson et al. (2009) (the case B). The experimental values measured at the probe
position are shown for comparison. The sensitivity of the model results to the sec-
ondary electron recapture coefficient r is presented for r = 0.05 (solid lines) and
r = 0.10 (dashed lines) at p = 2.67 Pa, and for r = 0.15 (solid lines) and r = 0.20
(dashed lines) at p = 0.40 Pa. The parameter s = 0.7.
higher pressure, when the collisions with argon gas slow down the diffusion of the
plasma to the walls. In comparison with the case A, the repetition frequency is
much lower (50Hz in this case), which results in a significant decay of the electron
density during the pause between the pulses, and consequently, in a relatively low
electron density at the pulse beginning.
Figure 5.5 shows the calculated time evolution of the electron temperatures in
both zones for the case A. The electron temperature measured at 100mm from the
target is shown for comparison as well. As can be seen, the calculated electron
temperature in Zone I rises at the beginning of the pulse and then decreases to
a value of 0.75 eV for the low power case (Ud = 560V) and to a value of 0.5 eV
for the high power case (Ud = 800V). The lower electron temperatures obtained
for the high power case can be explained by the higher density of copper atoms,
which cool the electrons during frequent excitation and ionization collisions with
the threshold energies of only 1.39 eV for excitation and 7.73 eV for ionization. The
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Figure 5.5: Time evolutions of the electron temperature in Zone I (solid lines) and
Zone II (dashed lines) calculated for the target voltages U = 800V (red lines)
and 560V (blue lines) under the experimental conditions of Pajdarova´ et al. (2009)
(the case A). The experimental values measured at the substrate position (100mm
from the target) are shown for comparison (the full and empty symbols represent
the electron temperature and the temperature of hot electrons, respectively). The
secondary electron recapture coefficient r = 0.35 and the parameter s = 0.6.
calculated temperature of thermalized electrons in Zone I corresponds well with
the measured temperature of hot electrons at the beginning of the pulse. These
hot electrons with very small density originate from the thermalized electrons in
the target vicinity, which propagate almost without collisions along the straight
magnetic field lines at the discharge axis to the substrate, where they are registered
by the probe. The calculated electron temperature in Zone II follows a trend similar
to the electron temperature in Zone I, but the initial peak is lower and occurs later
in the pulse. As mentioned above, a relatively high density of low-temperature
electrons remains in the discharge volume until the beginning of the next pulse.
We suggest that their heat capacity causes the slower increase in the calculated
electron temperatures in Zone II. On the other hand, the model assumes that the
electron temperature is constant in Zone II for a given time, which corresponds to
an immediate heat propagation over the whole zone volume. In the real discharges,
the heat propagation to the probe distance (100mm from the target) is expected to
be slower, so no initial peak appears in the measured electron temperatures.
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Figure 5.6: Time evolutions of the electron temperature in Zone I (solid lines) and
Zone II (dashed lines) calculated under the experimental conditions of Gudmundsson
et al. (2009) (the case B). The experimental values measured at the probe position
(80mm from the target) are shown for comparison. The secondary electron recapture
coefficient r = 0.05 for the pressure p = 2.67 Pa and r = 0.15 for the pressure
p = 0.40 Pa. The parameter s = 0.7.
Figure 5.6 shows the calculated time evolution of the electron temperatures in
both zones for the case B. Again, the model predicts a peak of the electron tem-
perature at the beginning of the pulse followed by a decrease to and saturation at
values below 1 eV. The model results agree well with the experimental data, where
the same trend is observed. In comparison to the previous case, the electron tem-
peratures in both zones are very close. This is explained by the fact that there are
almost no electrons at the beginning of the pulse in the discharge volume (recall the
low repetition frequency), so the average electron temperature in Zone II is close
to the energy of electrons coming from Zone I. In this case, the electron transport
dominates over the ionization.
5.1.3 Conclusions
The model results were compared with experimental data for two different HiPIMS
systems. It was found that the target current is very sensitive to the secondary
electron emission yields and to the secondary electron recapture coefficient. The
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calculated target currents, electron densities and electron temperatures are in a good
agreement with experimental results, taking into account the spatial approximations
of the model. The model also correctly reproduces the trends with increasing target
voltage and process gas pressure.
5.2 Effect of the target power density
We use the model to simulate the HiPIMS experiments of Anders et al. (2007)
who measured target current waveforms for a wide range of target voltages. We
show the comparison of the measured target current waveforms with the model
calculations and analyse the effect of the increasing target power density on the
plasma composition and on the composition of the particle fluxes onto the target
and substrate. We discuss the role of several input parameters on the model results
and confront these with known experimental results.
In agreement with the parameters of the experiment, we set the target diameter
dt = 50mm and the argon pressure p = 1.8 Pa. We lack detailed information about
the magnetic field distribution of the magnetron. However, the reported magnetic
field at the centre of the target (640G) helped us estimate the average value in
Zone I used in the model, B = 350G, and the recapture coefficient, r = 0.2. The
target–substrate distance was set to the reported distance between the target and
the ion collector, L = 200mm. The rectangular voltage pulses were 400μs long and
the amplitude varied from 500 to 960V. The repetition frequency was 50Hz. We
set s = 0.7 as the basic value in this study and we discuss the effect of a possible
change of this value.
5.2.1 Target current – voltage dependences
Figure 5.7 shows the target current waveforms calculated by the model and the
experimental waveforms measured by Anders et al. (2007) for the target voltages of
550V (blue lines) and 900V (red lines). These values were chosen to represent a
discharge with a relatively low and a relatively high target voltages. The calculated
Model volume (radius × length) 150× 200mm
Target diameter 50mm
Target material Cu
Argon pressure 1.8 Pa
Magnetic field 350G
Target voltage 500− 960V
Pulse length 400μs
Repetition frequency 50Hz
Table 5.2: Model process input parameters used in the study of the effect of the
target power density.
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target current waveforms for these two cases and for the basic set of input parameters
(ωgeτc = 16, r = 0.2, s = 0.7) are in a good agreement with the experimental
waveforms. For the higher target voltage, we observe a current overshoot at the
beginning of the pulse in both the model and the experimental results.
The sensitivity of the target current to the parameter ωgeτc, determining the
electron cross-field diffusion coefficient is also shown in the left panel of figure 5.7.
Lowering the parameter from the Bohm value of ωgeτc = 16 to 10 leads to a decrease
in the calculated target current roughly 2 times for the target voltage of 900V and
roughly 1.3 times for the target voltage of 550V. The decrease in ωgeτc means a loss
in the magnetic confinement of electrons (similarly to a decrease in the magnetic
induction B) which leads to the decrease of the potential drop in Zone I, UI, deter-
mining the electric field necessary to balance the flux of electrons and ions from Zone
I, see (4.21). This is in agreement with the measurements of Mishra et al. (2010).
Consequently, the flux of ions from Zone I to Zone II increases and the target cur-
rent decreases when the target voltage is kept constant. For the target voltage of
900V, there are more target material ions generated from the fast sputtered atoms,
whose flux to Zone II is significantly influenced by the Zone I potential, see (4.45).
Therefore the decrease in target current is more pronounced for the higher voltage.
The right panel of figure 5.7 shows the sensitivity of the target current to the
secondary electron recapture coefficient r and to the s parameter. A small increase
in the recapture coefficient or a decrease in the parameter s results in a decrease
of the target current reached in the long steady state of the discharge, which is
due to the lower amount of secondary electrons able to ionize the neutral atoms.
We see from figure 5.7 that for all the used input parameters, the model predicts
qualitatively the same evolution of the target current, differing only in the steady-
state current values which are quite sensitive to the input parameters, especially for
high target voltages.
The left panel of figure 5.8 shows the target current waveforms calculated for
the target voltages between 500 and 960V with the input parameters ωgeτc = 16,
r = 0.2 and s = 0.7. The target current waveforms are in a good agreement
with the experimental waveforms for the target voltages higher than 550V. For
the target voltage of 500V, a discrepancy between the measured and calculated
target current can be seen. In the work of Anders et al., a transition between a
low and a high current regime of the discharge is found around a threshold value of
530V. This behaviour is explained by a strong rarefaction of the process gas and by
the inability of the target material to sustain the discharge with the sub-threshold
voltage. Although the gas rarefaction is calculated by the model, the simulated
discharge is sustained with a relatively high target current by the combination of
argon and copper ions even for the target voltage of 500V. We believe that a particle
simulation calculating spatial details of the rarefied gas and of the target material
densities, together with their effect on the ionization by secondary electrons in front
of the target, is necessary to fully explain the measured behaviour.
The agreement of the steady-state current values for the target voltages higher
than 550V is also visible in the average target current–voltage characteristics shown
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the target current waveforms calculated by the model
with the experimental waveforms obtained by Anders et al. (2007) for the target
voltages of 550V (blue lines) and 900V (red lines). The sensitivity of the model
results to the parameter ωgeτc, determining the electron cross-field diffusion coeffi-
cient, with r = 0.20 and s = 0.7 is shown in the left panel. The sensitivity of the
model results to the secondary electron recapture coefficient r and the parameter s,
determining the secondary electron emission coefficient due to the impact of target
material ions, with ωgeτc = 16 is shown in the right panel.
in the right panel of figure 5.8. The experimental average current dependence ex-
hibits a prominent step at the threshold (530V), whereas the calculated average
target current dependence follows a smooth decrease even for lower target voltages.
A power law dependence of the average target current in a pulse on the target volt-
age was fitted to the calculated curve. We obtained the relation Ida ∝ U3.1d . The
calculated average target currents in a pulse and the corresponding average target
power densities in a pulse are summarized in table 5.3.
5.2.2 Densities of the sputtered material and the discharge
gas particles
Figure 5.9 shows the time evolution of the calculated ion and atom densities in both
zones for the target voltage of 550V, corresponding to the average target power
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the target current waveforms calculated by the model
(left panel) and the average target currents in a pulse, Ida, calculated by the model
(right panel) with the experimental values obtained by Anders et al. (2007). A
power law relation between the target voltage and the average target current in a
pulse was fitted to the calculated values. The parameter ωgeτc = 16, the recapture
coefficient r = 0.20 and the parameter s = 0.7.
density of 327Wcm−2 in a pulse. In Zone I, the initial argon density corresponding
to the pressure of 1.8 Pa is rarefied by the flux of the sputtered copper atoms during
the pulse. Due to the low maximum target current (12A), the sputtering of the
target is not very intensive and the maximum density of the copper atoms in Zone
I (1.3 × 1020m−3) is lower than the argon density. However, the density of copper
ions in Zone I is slightly higher than the density of argon ions. This is caused
mainly by the much lower ionization energy of copper compared to argon. In Zone
II, we present two curves for each particle species, the evolution of the maximum
densities corresponding to the interface between Zone I and Zone II (solid lines),
and the densities at the substrate position of 200mm from the target (dashed lines).
In Zone II, the gap between the copper and argon ion density is markedly higher,
which is mainly due to two processes. First, although the equations for argon and
copper ions are exactly analogous, the flux of copper ions from Zone I to Zone II
is larger compared to the flux of gas ions. This can be explained by the fact that
there is an intensive flux of fast copper atoms sputtered from the target and a large
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U (V) Ida (A) Sda (Wcm
−2)
500 9.0 230
550 11.7 327
600 14.9 455
700 22.8 813
800 35.1 1430
900 51.7 2370
960 63.1 3080
Table 5.3: The calculated average target current in a pulse, Ida, and average target
power density in a pulse, Sda, corresponding to the input target voltage, Ud.
fraction of the copper ions is created from these fast atoms. Consequently, the last
term of (4.45) is higher for copper ions than for argon ions. This result is supported
by the observation of Thompson-like high energy tails in the ion energy distribution
functions of the metal ions (Vlcˇek et al., 2007a; Hecimovic and Ehiasarian, 2009;
Kudla´cˇek et al., 2008). Second, the charge transfer between sputtered copper atoms
and argon ions contribute to the generation of copper ions at the expense of argon
ions. The reverse process is highly unlikely due to the big difference in argon and
copper ionization energies. In general, the evolution of copper atom density in Zone
II is given by a superposition of two dependences, corresponding to the two particle
groups (fast and thermalized). The contribution of the fast atoms is visible in the
solid curve during the pulse duration when the flux of the fast sputtered atoms
reaching Zone II is high. Due to the relatively high pressure of 1.8 Pa, most of
these atoms are thermalized in Zone II by collisions with argon atoms and their
contribution to the overall copper density is not visible in the dashed curve.
Figure 5.10 shows the time evolution of the calculated ion and atom densities
in both zones for the target voltage of 900V, corresponding to the average target
power density of 2370Wcm−2 in a pulse. In comparison to the previous case, we
can see a significant increase in copper atom and ion densities corresponding to the
increased sputtering flux and plasma density. Due to the high plasma density, the
effect of the charge transfer collisions is very important in this case. The charge
transfer between argon ions and sputtered copper atoms is the dominant process
responsible for the pronounced decrease of argon ion density after the initial peak
at about 30μs. Due to the intensive ionization and thermalization of fast copper
atoms in the dense plasma in Zone I, only 25% of the sputtered copper atoms reach
Zone II. Consequently, the flux of target material to Zone II is dominated by copper
ions leading to the fact that the density of copper ions is higher than the density
of copper atoms in Zone II (in contrast to the previous case) and the degree of
ionization of the copper atoms reaches a maximum of 65%.
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Figure 5.9: Time evolutions of the particle densities in Zone I and Zone II calcu-
lated for the target voltage of 550V under the experimental conditions of Anders
et al. (2007). The decrease in densities from the maximum values in Zone II to the
values at the substrate position of 200mm from the target is shown by arrows. The
parameter ωgeτc = 16, the recapture coefficient r = 0.20 and the parameter s = 0.7.
5.2.3 Discharge and deposition characteristics
Figure 5.11 shows time evolutions of the fractions of target material ions in the total
ion fluxes onto the target and substrate, mt and ms, respectively, and of the ionized
fraction of target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, calculated by the
model for the target voltages of 550V and 900V. The fraction of copper ions in the
ion flux onto the target is close to zero at the beginning of the pulse because argon
ions are always generated faster from the present argon atoms. As the target current
increases, copper atoms are sputtered and ionized, which leads to the increase in
mt. Thus the role of the target material self-sputtering gradually increases during
the plasma build-up phase. For the target voltage of 550V, mt saturates at 57%.
For the target voltage of 900V, mt reaches 92%. Due to the already mentioned
faster transport of copper ions into Zone II and the charge transfer from argon ions
to copper ions in Zone II, the fraction of copper ions in the total ion flux onto the
substrate, ms, is always larger than mt during the pulse. After the pulse, the ion
densities in the small Zone I quickly decay to the levels of the Zone II densities,
which is why mt reaches the values of ms after the pulse. However at this time, the
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Figure 5.10: As figure 5.9, but for the target voltage of 900V.
total ion flux to the target is very small and the target voltage is zero, therefore
these high values of mt have no influence on sputtering. The ionized fraction of the
copper flux onto the substrate, Θ, quickly rises at the beginning of the pulse and
remains almost constant during the pulse duration. After the pulse, it drops slowly,
corresponding to the diffusion losses of ions and neutral atoms from Zone II. Due to
the high plasma densities (high target currents and small size of the magnetron) the
ionization of the sputtered copper atoms is very effective. The maximum ionized
fraction of the copper flux reaches 70% for the target voltage of 550V and even
95% for the target voltage of 900V. Naturally, the average ionized fractions which
can be compared to the experimental results measured by mass spectrometry are
lower.
Figure 5.12 shows the time-averaged values of the discharge and deposition char-
acteristics, mt, ms, Θ, σga and σma as functions of the target power density in a
pulse calculated by the model. An increase in the target power density in the pulse
leads to a gradual increase in mt, ms and Θ, indicating that the plasma contains
more of the target material and that it is also more ionized. For high target power
densities, the role of argon ions is becoming less important and the depositing flux
to the target is dominated by copper ions. For the maximum target power density
of 3 kWcm−2 in a pulse, the average ionized fraction Θ reaches 80%. For the target
power density of 539Wcm−2 in a pulse, Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) reported the
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Figure 5.11: Time evolutions of the fractions of target material ions in the total ion
fluxes onto the target and substrate, mt and ms, respectively, and of the ionized
fraction of target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, calculated by
the model for the target voltages of 550V (blue lines) and 900V (red lines) under
the experimental conditions of Anders et al. (2007). The parameter ωgeτc = 16, the
recapture coefficient r = 0.20 and the parameter s = 0.7.
experimental results of ms = 92% and Θ = 44% obtained by mass spectroscopy
which are in a very good agreement with our model results.
The average fractions of ions returning to the target during a pulse, σga and
σma, decrease with the increasing target power density. This is caused primarily
by the increasing ionization of the fast atoms which increases the flux of ions into
Zone II. This relation between the target power density and the parameters σ is of
critical importance because it ensures the ability of the discharge to reach a steady
state. The phenomenological model of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) uses a secondary
electron balance equation to calculate the ion return probability in a steady-state, see
(2.25). Taking into account that the ratio of γef(1−de)/Eef is only weakly dependent
on the target power density, it is clear that an increase in the target voltage (and
target power density) must be accompanied by a decrease in σ for the equality to
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Figure 5.12: Time-averaged values of mt, ms, Θ, σga and σma as functions of the av-
erage target power density in a pulse calculated by the model for the target voltages
between 500V and 960V under the experimental conditions of Anders et al. (2007).
The parameter ωgeτc = 16, the recapture coefficient r = 0.20 and the parameter
s = 0.7.
hold. In our non-stationary model, this balance condition is naturally included in the
particle conservation equations for fast electrons and ions and must be satisfied in
the steady-state of the discharge. Therefore, the decrease of σga and σma, which are
calculated from the physical assumptions for the fluxes between the zones, results in
the stabilization of the target current for a wide range of applied target voltages, as
was shown in figure 5.8. The model results of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) predicted
a decrease of σm (for the ideal case of total self-sputtering of copper) from 0.54 to
0.32 when the target voltage increased from 600 to 1000V. Andersson and Anders
(2009) measured the average fraction σma in the case of sustained self-sputtering of
copper and obtained a similar decreasing trend (from 0.48 to 0.30 when the target
voltage increased from 620 to 920V), see figure 5.13. Both results are in a good
agreement with the values of σma calculated by this model.
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Figure 5.13: Qualitative comparison of the average metal ion return probability, σma,
calculated by the non-stationary model for the conditions of Anders et al. (2007),
see table 5.2, (full symbols) with the values obtained experimentally by Andersson
and Anders (2009) (empty symbols).
5.2.4 Conclusions
The calculated target current waveforms were compared to the experimental ones
and the effect of several input parameters was shown. A good agreement was ob-
tained for the target voltages higher than 550V (above the threshold for transition
to a high current regime). All target current waveforms followed the same trend – a
steady state of the discharge was reached after roughly 100μs and lasted until the
end of the 400μs pulse. The average target current in a pulse scales according to
the relation Ida ∝ U3.1d . The stabilization of the discharge and the resulting current–
voltage characteristic depends not only on the ionization by secondary electrons,
but also markedly on the transport of ions and electrons from the plasma ring, as
it follows from the analysis of the effect of the ωgeτc parameter and the discussion
concerning the role of the σma parameter.
For the highest target power density of 3 kWcm−2 in a pulse, corresponding to
the target voltage of 960V, plasma densities exceeding 5×1020 m−3 above the target
racetrack and 1018m−3 at the substrate in the distance of 200mm are predicted by
the model. Then the discharge is almost entirely dominated by the target material
– in average, copper ions constitute 93% of the ion flux onto the target and 98% of
the ion flux onto the substrate. The calculated average ionized fraction of copper
atoms in the flux onto the substrate is 80%.
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Figure 5.14: Target voltage waveforms of the constant-target-voltage pulse (dotted
line) and the stepwise ascending (dashed lines) and the stepwise descending (solid
line) pulses. The pulse length, t1, was between 20μs and 400μs.
5.3 Effect of the voltage pulse characteristics
This study stems from the simulations done for the previous section. However,
we used a more common argon pressure of 1 Pa. Again, copper was used as the
target material. The target and substrate diameters were 50mm with the target-
to-substrate distance of 75mm. The effect of the magnetic field was studied for
three values of the effective magnetic field strength, 350G, 400G and 450G. The
voltage pulse length, t1, varied in the range between 20μs and 400μs. The effect
of the voltage pulse shape was studied for three different types of pulses. The
constant-target-voltage pulse is a rectangular pulse with a constant amplitude of
900V. The stepwise-target-voltage pulses are characterized by a step transition of
the target voltage from 800 to 1000V (ascending) or from 1000 to 800V (descending)
occurring in the middle of the pulse, so that the average target voltage during the
pulse is again 900V, see figure 5.14. The influence of the repetition frequency of
pulses was studied for 100Hz, 500Hz and 2000Hz. The secondary electron recapture
coefficient was set to r = 0.3, taking into account the pressure of 1 Pa (lower than in
the previous study). The s parameter, determining the secondary electron emission
coefficient γm was set to s = 0.65. All the process input parameters are summarized
in table 5.4.
5.3.1 Constant-target-voltage pulses
First, the effect of the magnetic field strength and the effect of the voltage pulse
length for the constant-target-voltage pulses will be discussed. Figure 5.15 shows the
calculated target current waveforms for the various pulse lengths ranging from 20μs
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to 400μs and two values of the magnetic field strength. As expected, the higher
magnetic field strength of 450G results in a higher target current obtained for the
same target voltage of 900V, which is caused by an increased plasma confinement
above the target racetrack. In the model, this is realized by the coefficient of electron
diffusion from Zone I, see (4.52). The shape of the target current waveforms during
the pulse-on time is not affected by the pulse length. This is no surprise taking
into account that the applied voltage is constant and also the starting conditions
(plasma density, composition and temperature) are the same for all cases due to the
fact that the pulse lengths are very small compared to the pulse period T = 10ms
corresponding to the repetition frequency of 100Hz. After 100 μs, the discharge
reaches a steady state with the target current of 36A and 26A for the higher and
lower magnetic field strength, respectively. For the shorter pulse lengths of 20μs
and 50μs, the discharge is terminated before reaching the steady state which results
in “triangular” current waveforms.
Figure 5.16 shows the effect of the magnetic field strength on the fluxes of parti-
cles in the discharge for the pulse length of 400 μs. During the pulse, the copper ion
return probability, σm, is practically constant and it is lower for the lower magnetic
field strength of 350G. After the pulse, the densities of ions and atoms in Zone I
quickly decrease down to the densities in the larger Zone II, see the time evolutions
of particle densities in figures 5.9 and 5.10. Then the ions diffuse from Zone II onto
chamber walls and also into Zone I and further onto the target. The flux of the cop-
per ions onto the target is practically the same as their flux into Zone I. Therefore,
the σm parameter jumps quickly towards 1 after the pulse.
The fraction of the copper ions in the total ion flux onto the target, mt, is above
90% for both cases indicating that we are in a strongly self-sputtering regime. Due to
the higher target current reached for the higher magnetic field strength, which leads
to a more intensive ionization of atoms in Zone I, the ionized fraction of sputtered
copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, increases faster during the pulse
and it is higher during the entire period, compared to the lower magnetic field case.
Model volume (radius × length) 200× 75mm
Target diameter 50mm
Substrate diameter 50mm
Target material Cu
Argon pressure 1.0 Pa
Magnetic field 350, 400, 450G
Target voltage 900V
Pulse length 20− 400μs
Repetition frequency 100, 500, 2000Hz
Table 5.4: Model process input parameters used in the study of the effect of the
voltage pulse characteristics.
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Figure 5.15: Target current waveforms calculated by the model for various pulse
lengths, the magnetic field strength of 350G and 450G, the target voltage of 900V
and the repetition frequency of 100Hz.
Note that the copper atoms and ions arrive at the substrate also after the pulse,
even though practically no new copper atoms and hence ions are introduced into
the chamber. The decay of atom and ion densities in Zone II is given by diffusion
towards chamber walls.
The upper panel of figure 5.17 shows that the average target power density in a
pulse, Sda, increases with the increasing pulse length and that it is systematically
higher for the higher magnetic field strength. The Sda dependence on the pulse
length sharply rises between 20μs and 100μs, i.e. during the discharge build-up
phase. For longer pulses, the target current has reached the steady state. Therefore,
the average target power density Sda tends to saturate at the maximum value of
approximately UIss/St, where Iss is the steady-state target current (figure 5.15).
In the lower panel of figure 5.17, the average ionized fraction of sputtered copper
atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, increases nearly proportionally to the aver-
age target power density in a pulse (see also figure 5.23 below). The results suggest
that sufficiently long pulses which allow for a build-up of high density plasma are
needed to obtain a high ionized fraction Θ. On the other hand, a very long 400μs
pulse does not give a significant improvement over a medium 100 μs pulse. The
normalized deposition rate, aD/Sd, is decreasing with the increasing pulse length
and with the increasing magnetic field strength. The calculated trends for Θ and
aD/Sd are in qualitative agreement with the measurements of Konstantinidis et al.
(2006).
The effects of the pulse length and the magnetic field strength on the aD/Sd
and Θ values, shown in figure 5.17, are connected with the degree of ionization of
copper atoms in the discharge, which is clearly indicated by the Θ dependences
obtained. In our case, the target voltage is constant, thus the decrease in aD/Sd
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Figure 5.16: Discharge flux characteristics calculated by the model for the pulse
length of 400μs, the magnetic field strength of 350G and 450G, the target voltage
of 900V and the frequency of 100Hz. Here, mt is the fraction of copper ions in the
total ion flux onto the target, Θ is the ionized fraction of sputtered copper atoms in
the flux onto the substrate and σm is the fraction of copper ion flux onto the target
in the total copper ion flux leaving Zone I.
in figure 5.17 can be caused mainly by the return of copper ions onto the target or
by their higher losses, compared to the sputtered neutrals, towards chamber walls.
According to our calculations, the copper ion return probability during the pulse is
between 41% and 48% under these conditions (see 45 − 48% in figure 5.16). As
the degree of ionization of copper atoms in the discharge increases with increasing
Sda, these returning ions represent a significant fraction of the originally sputtered
copper atoms, which are not available for deposition on the substrate.
5.3.2 Stepwise-target-voltage pulses
In this section, the presented results for the constant-target-voltage pulses will be
compared to the results for the stepwise-target-voltage pulses. The magnetic field
strength was 400G for these calculations. The calculated target current waveforms
are shown in figure 5.18 for the pulse lengths of 400 μs and 50μs. For the pulse
length of 400μs, there is enough time for the discharge to develop into a steady
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Figure 5.17: The average target power density in a pulse, Sda, the average ionized
fraction of sputtered copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, and the nor-
malized deposition rate, aD/Sd, calculated for various pulse lengths, the magnetic
field strength of 350G and 450G, the target voltage of 900V and the repetition
frequency of 100Hz.
state during each half of the stepwise-target-voltage pulses. It can be seen that the
dependence of the steady-state target current on the target voltage is non-linear with
a larger target current difference between 1000V and 900V than between 900V and
800V. For the pulse length of 50μs, no steady states are reached. The highest peak
target current is achieved for the ascending voltage pulse.
Figure 5.19 shows that for long pulses, the average target power density Sda deliv-
ered to the discharge is almost the same for the stepwise ascending and descending
voltage pulses. This is because the target current reaches a steady state in each
half of the voltage pulse and these two parts of the pulse are practically the same
for both the ascending and descending voltage (see the target current waveforms in
figure 5.18). The target power density Sda for the stepwise target voltage is always
higher than for the constant target voltage, even though the average target voltage
is the same. This is due to the non-linear and convex dependence of the average
target current on the target voltage in the range between 800V and 1000V. For
pulses shorter than 100μs, the stepwise ascending target voltage is able to provide
the highest target power density which is due to the fact that the highest target
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Figure 5.18: Target current waveforms calculated by the model for the target voltage
of 900V or the stepwise ascending (800 − 1000V) and descending (1000 − 800V)
target voltages at the pulse length of 400μs (left panel) and 50μs (right panel), the
repetition frequency of 100Hz and the magnetic field strength of 400G.
voltage of 1000 V is applied later in the pulse which allows the discharge to develop
a higher peak target current (figure 5.18).
For the short target voltage pulses of 20 μs and 50μs, the average ionized fraction
of copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate is highest for the ascending voltage
pulses. This is due to the aforementioned highest target current reached in this case
leading to highest electron density and highest ionization of the sputtered atoms in
front of the target. Figure 5.20 shows that Θ is higher for the ascending voltage
after the pulse, which indicates that more copper ions are present in the discharge
after the pulse. Because the pulses are so short, the ionized fraction Θ is relatively
low during the pulse for both cases. The flux of ions after the pulse then becomes
a dominant contribution to the total ion flux onto the substrate.
Surprisingly, for the long pulses of 200μs and 400μs, the average ionized fraction
Θ is lower for the ascending voltage pulses than for the descending pulses, although
the average target power density Sda is practically the same. Figure 5.20 shows the
time evolutions of the ionized fraction Θ for both the stepwise voltage pulses at
the pulse length of 400μs. Although the ionized fraction Θ is again higher after the
pulse for the ascending target voltage, there is a significant difference in Θ during the
pulse. In the first half of the pulse, Θ reaches up to 75% for the descending voltage
pulse (when the target voltage is 1000V) and only up to 23% for the ascending
voltage pulse (when the target voltage is 800V). In the second half of the pulse, Θ
reaches up to 73% for the ascending voltage pulse and it remains above 45% for
the descending voltage pulse. Overall, Θ is higher for the descending voltage during
the pulse and since the pulses are long, this makes a dominant contribution to the
total ion flux onto the substrate during the pulse period. This explains why we
obtained higher average ionized fractions Θ for the long descending voltage pulses
(figure 5.19). As expected, the normalized deposition rate, aD/Sd, again decreases
with the increasing average ionized fraction Θ.
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Figure 5.19: The average target power density in a pulse, Sda, the average ionized
fraction of sputtered copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, and the normal-
ized deposition rate, aD/Sd, calculated for various pulse lengths and the target volt-
age of 900V or the stepwise ascending (800−1000V) and descending (1000−800V)
target voltages. The repetition frequency was 100Hz and the magnetic field strength
was 400G.
5.3.3 Influence of the repetition frequency
In this section, the effect of the repetition frequency of pulses will be discussed. We
simulated the discharges with the magnetic field strength of 400G, three repetition
frequencies of 100Hz, 500Hz and 2000Hz and various pulse lengths at the maximum
duty cycle of 10% for each repetition frequency. Figure 5.21 shows the difference in
the target current waveforms for the extreme values of 100Hz and 2000Hz. Only
the two shortest pulse lengths (20μs and 50μs) are presented to distinguish the
details at the beginning of the pulses. As expected, a higher repetition frequency
leads to an earlier target current rise caused by the higher plasma density at the
beginning of the pulse due to the previous pulse. Even for 100Hz, the target current
rises relatively quickly (10μs after the pulse initiation). This is caused mainly by
the high target voltage of 900V and the small size of the magnetron used. Thus,
the effect of the increased repetition frequency is quite small in our case.
Figure 5.22 shows an increase in the average target power density Sda associated
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Figure 5.20: Discharge flux characteristics calculated by the model for the pulse
length of 50μs (left panel) and 400μs (right panel), the stepwise ascending (800−
1000V) and descending (1000− 800V) target voltages, the repetition frequency of
100Hz and the magnetic field strength of 400G. Here, mt is the fraction of copper
ions in the total ion flux onto the target, Θ is the ionized fraction of sputtered copper
atoms in the flux onto the substrate and σm is the fraction of copper ion flux onto
the target in the total copper ion flux leaving Zone I.
with a faster rise in the target currents when the repetition frequency increases.
However, this effect is significant only for the shortest pulses. As a results, the
average ionized fraction Θ is also increased only for the shortest pulse length of
20μs, while it is almost unchanged for longer pulses.
5.3.4 Influence of the target power density in a pulse
Figure 5.23 shows a correlation between the values of aD/Sd and Θ obtained in
all our model calculations (presented in figures 5.17, 5.19 and 5.22), together with
the values of mta, and the corresponding average target power density in a pulse,
Sda. Polynomial functions are fitted to the data to emphasize the trends (dotted
lines). In agreement with the previous results, the ionized fraction Θ increases with
an increasing target power density Sda, but the normalized deposition rate aD/Sd
significantly decreases. As expected, the average fraction of copper ions in the total
ion flux onto the target in a pulse, mta, increases with Sda (figure 5.23).
As can be seen in figure 5.23, the average target power density Sda is a fun-
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Figure 5.21: Target current waveforms calculated by the model for the voltage pulse
lengths of 20μs and 50μs, the repetition frequency of 100Hz and 2000Hz, the target
voltage of 900V and the magnetic field strength of 400G.
damental quantity determining the important deposition characteristics aD/Sd and
Θ under the conditions investigated (a constant target voltage or average target
voltage during pulses). The magnetic field strength and the voltage pulse charac-
teristics, such as the pulse length, shape and repetition frequency, result in only
minor deviations from the general trends. However, it should be pointed out that
a lower magnetic field strength has a positive effect of providing a higher ionized
fraction Θ and higher normalized deposition rate aD/Sd for a fixed average target
power density Sda. This can be seen for Sda  1.2 kWcm−2, for which the symbols
related to the magnetic field strength of 350G () are systematically above those
for 450G (♦). This is in agreement with the measurements of Mishra et al. (2010).
The fundamental decrease of the normalized deposition rate is in agreement with
the predictions of the phenomenological model of Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010), see
section 2.2.2. To understand their relations obtained for aD/Sd and Θ, see (2.22)
and (2.29), respectively, we use simplified formulas based on the assumptions that
ξi/ξn = 1 and γ = 0
aD
Sd
= k
Sm
Smg
(1− βσ) U
−0.5
d
1 + γef
(5.1)
and
Θ =
β(1− σ)
1− βσ . (5.2)
Here, β is the probability of ionization of sputtered atoms in front of the target,
σ is the probability of return of ionized sputtered atoms to the target, Sm and γef
are the effective sputtering yield and secondary-electron emission coefficient of the
target material, respectively, considering simultaneous effects of the process gas ions
and the target material ions, and Smg is the sputtering yield related to the process
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Figure 5.22: The average target power density in a pulse, Sda, and the average ion-
ized fraction of sputtered copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, calculated
for various pulse lengths and the repetition frequency of 100Hz (solid lines), 500Hz
(dotted lines) and 2000Hz (dashed lines).
gas ions only. Using the relation mt = βσSm, we obtain from (5.1) and (5.2)
aD
Sd
= k
Sm −mt
Smg
U−0.5d
1 + γef
(5.3)
and
Θ =
mt(1/σ − 1)
Sm −mt . (5.4)
Taking into account that the target voltage or the average target voltage in a pulse
has the same value of 900V in all the present calculations and that σ ∝ 1/Ud
and γef  1, it is clearly seen from equations (5.3) and (5.4) that an increase in the
average target power density Sda, leading to higher values ofmta (figure 5.23), results
in a decrease in aD/Sd and an increase in Θ, respectively. This qualitative agreement
of the phenomenological model and the non-stationary model results obtained under
various process conditions shows that these trends have a general validity beyond
the steady-state assumption of the phenomenological model.
5.3.5 Conclusions
It was shown that sufficiently long pulses (at least 100μs), which allow for the
build-up of a high density plasma in front of the target, are necessary to achieve
high target power densities in a pulse and, consequently, high degrees of ionization
of the sputtered copper atoms. An increased magnetic field strength in front of the
target also promotes a higher target power density at a fixed target voltage. Higher
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Figure 5.23: The normalized deposition rate, aD/Sd, the average fraction of cop-
per ions in the total ion flux onto the target, mta, and the average ionized fraction
of sputtered copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate, Θ, in correlation to the
average target power density in a pulse, Sda, for all the previously presented calcu-
lations including varying pulse lengths. The symbols are related to the constant-
target-voltage pulses with the repetition frequency of 100 Hz and the magnetic field
strength of 350 G (), 400 G (•) and 450 G (♦), to the constant-target-voltage
pulses with the magnetic field strength of 400 G and the repetition frequency of
500 Hz (×) and 2000 Hz (+), and to the stepwise-target-voltage pulses with the
ascending () and descending () target voltages.
repetition frequencies of pulses lead also to higher target power densities, but this
effect is relevant only for short pulses (less than 50μs).
From the analysis of all model results, obtained for various process parameters, it
follows that the average target power density in a pulse is, besides the target voltage,
a fundamental quantity determining the average ionized fraction of copper atoms
in the flux onto the substrate and the normalized deposition rate. The normalized
deposition rate decreased 2.3 times when the target power density increased from
300Wcm−2 to 1700Wcm−2 in a pulse. It was shown that the return of ionized
sputtered atoms to the target, combined with their probable higher losses compared
to neutral sputtered atoms to chamber walls during transfer to the substrate, is a
dominant effect responsible for this normalized deposition rate reduction under the
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conditions investigated. A compromise between a high degree of ionization of the
sputtered target material atoms and an acceptable deposition rate should be found
by tuning the average target power density delivered in a pulse. Further optimization
of the deposition process can be achieved by modification of the magnetic field used.
5.4 Transport and ionization of the sputtered tar-
get material
In the previous section, it was shown that the steady-state phenomenological model
(Vlcˇek and Burcalova´, 2010), see section 2.2.2, can qualitatively explain the trends
in the deposition characteristics obtained by the non-stationary two-zone model.
In this section, we continue with a more detailed quantitative comparison of both
models which contributes to the understanding of the mechanisms that govern the
transport and ionization of the sputtered target material atoms in HiPIMS dis-
charges.
For the comparison, we use a typical HiPIMS discharge with the input parameters
similar to those used in the previous study. The radius and length of the simulation
volume was 200mm and 100mm, respectively, at the argon pressure of 1 Pa. The
sputtered target (copper) and substrate diameters were 50mm at the target-to-
substrate distance of 100mm. The rectangular voltage pulses were 200μs long with
the amplitudes from 400V to 1000V (see table 5.6) at the repetition frequency of
100Hz. The effective magnetic field strength, B, in Zone I was varied from 150G
to 700G. The electron gyration-to-collision frequency ratio was set to ωgeτc = 16
in the non-stationary two-zone model, and the recapture probability of secondary
electrons to r = 0.3 and the s parameter to s = 0.65 in both the models used.
The parameters characterizing the HiPIMS systems investigated are summarized in
table 5.5.
Model volume (radius × length) 20× 10mm
Target diameter 50mm
Substrate diameter 50mm
Target material Cu
Argon pressure 1.0 Pa
Magnetic field 150− 700G
Target voltage 400− 1000V
Pulse length 200μs
Repetition frequency 100Hz
Table 5.5: Model process input parameters used for the comparison of the non-
stationary two-zone model with the steady-state phenomenological model of Vlcˇek
and Burcalova´ (2010).
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Figure 5.24: Target current waveforms calculated by the non-stationary two-zone
model for the target voltages, Ud, between 400V and 1000V at the magnetic field
strength B = 400G, for Ud = 800V at the magnetic field strengths between 400G
and 700G, and for Ud = 1000V at the magnetic field strengths between 150G and
400G.
Figure 5.24 shows the target current waveforms calculated by the non-stationary
two-zone model. As expected, an increase in the Ud values at a fixed B and in the
B values at a fixed Ud leads to higher target currents during pulses.
Discharge parameters, which are of key importance for a better understanding
of the complicated processes in the HiPIMS discharges investigated, are given in
table 5.6. The average fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux onto the
target in a pulse, mta, calculated by the non-stationary two-zone model (equation
(4.76)), was used for the value of the fundamental input parameter mt of the steady-
state phenomenological model, which effectively provides the dependence of mt on
Sda. Then, the probability of return of ionized sputtered atoms to the target, σ, was
calculated using (2.25), where we put de = 0, with the help of (2.26) and (2.27). In
equation (2.27), the more accurate energies Eg = 26.9 eV and Em = 17.8 eV than in
Vlcˇek and Burcalova´ (2010) were used. They were determined by us with the use
of a Monte Carlo simulation of individual secondary electrons, taking into account
their elastic, excitation and ionization collisions with neutral atoms. The probability
of ionization of sputtered atoms in front of the target, β, was calculated using (2.28)
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Ud(V) B(G) Sda(Wcm
−2) mta σma σ β
400 400 64 0.21 0.70 0.86 0.12
450 400 115 0.30 0.66 0.76 0.18
500 400 173 0.40 0.63 0.69 0.25
550 400 240 0.49 0.60 0.63 0.32
600 400 321 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.39
650 400 411 0.65 0.56 0.53 0.46
700 400 528 0.72 0.54 0.49 0.53
750 400 663 0.77 0.52 0.46 0.58
800 400 826 0.82 0.50 0.43 0.64
850 400 1050 0.87 0.49 0.41 0.69
900 400 1350 0.90 0.47 0.39 0.73
950 400 1730 0.93 0.45 0.37 0.76
1000 400 2430 0.95 0.44 0.35 0.79
800 600 1330 0.92 0.55 0.44 0.72
800 650 1560 0.94 0.56 0.44 0.73
800 700 1930 0.95 0.57 0.44 0.75
1000 150 859 0.70 0.33 0.35 0.57
1000 200 1040 0.79 0.37 0.35 0.65
1000 250 1230 0.85 0.39 0.35 0.71
Table 5.6: Discharge parameters as functions of the magnetron voltage, Ud, for
various magnetic field strengths, B. Here, Sda is the average target power density
in a pulse, mta is the average fraction of target material ions in the total ion flux
onto the target in a pulse and σma is the average return probability of the target
material ions in a pulse, all calculated by the non-stationary two-zone model; σ and
β is the ion return probability and the ionization probability of sputtered atoms,
respectively, calculated by the steady-state phenomenological model with mta = mt.
with the help of (2.24).
As shown in table 5.6, the values of mta and β increase with the increasing target
power density Sda. Simultaneously, the values of σ, being in good agreement with
σma, decrease mainly due to the increase in the magnetron voltage Ud (equation
(2.25)).
For the given magnetron voltage Ud and the already known values of mt = mta,
β, σ, Sm, Smg and γef and for a set of chosen values of ξi/ξn and γ, the deposition rate
per average target power density aD/Sd was calculated using (2.22) and (2.23), and
the average ionized fraction Θ using (2.29). The constant k in (2.22) was determined
by equating the value of aD/Sd obtained for Ud = 400V with the use of the steady-
state phenomenological model to that obtained for the same Ud with the use of the
non-stationary two-zone model.
Figure 5.25 shows typical dependences of the deposition rate per target power
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density aD/Sd and the ionized fraction Θ on the target power density in a pulse of
HiPIMS discharges. With ξi/ξn = 0.5 in the steady-state phenomenological model,
we achieved an excellent agreement between both models. An additional ionization
in the plasma bulk (γ = 0.1) had a small effect on the aD/Sd ratio and a significant
effect on the Θ values calculated using the phenomenological model.
The phenomenological model makes it possible to evaluate easily a role played
by various individual processes in a transport and ionization of sputtered atoms in
HiPIMS discharges. As can be seen in figure 5.25, a rise in Sda from 64Wcm
−3
to 2430Wcm−3 resulted in the 2.01 times and 3.10 times lower aD/Sd values for
ξi/ξn = 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. These decreases are mainly due to a less-than-linear
increase of the sputtering yields with ion energy(Anders, 2010) (the U−0.5d factor in
equation (2.22) reduced 1.58 times) and a backward flux of ionized sputtered atoms
to the target for ξi/ξn = 1.0 (the terms in the square bracket in (2.23) reduced 1.24
times) or the backward flux of ionized sputtered atoms combined with higher losses
of ions, compared with neutrals, to chamber walls for ξi/ξn = 0.5 (the terms in the
square bracket in (2.23) reduced 1.91 times). A change of ions causing sputtering
and secondary electron emission from the target resulted in only small changes of
the aD/Sd values (the Sm/Smg ratio in (2.23) reduced 1.05 times and the (1+ γef)
−1
factor in (2.22) increased 1.02 times, respectively).
The non-stationary two-zone model predicts higher values of aD/Sd and Θ (fig-
ure 5.25) for lower magnetic field strengths (and higher respective magnetron volt-
ages) at the same Sda, being in the range from 859Wcm
−2 to 1930Wcm−2 (table 5.6).
Recently, an enhancement of deposition rates in HiPIMS discharges due to a low-
ering of the magnetic field strengths at a fixed target power density was proved
experimentally (Ehiasarian and Vetushka, 2009; Mishra et al., 2010; Capek et al.,
2012). In addition, Capek et al. (2012) have reported that the values of Θ remain
unchanged under such conditions. The observed effects of the magnetic field can
be explained using the phenomenological model. From (2.25), it follows that an
increase in Ud, needed to keep the same Sda, and hence Sd, at a decreasing magnetic
field strength, leads to a decrease of the probability of return of ionized sputtered
atoms to the target, σ, when the other parameters remain almost constant. As a
result, the aD/Sd ratio, given by (2.22) and (2.23), and the ionized fraction Θ, given
by (2.29), can increase. However, the magnetic field strength needs to be sufficiently
high to avoid higher losses of electrons to chamber walls (see also the de fraction
in (2.25)), and thus to keep the same β and ξi/ξn values, appearing in (2.23) and
(2.29), at a fixed Sda (table 5.6).
5.4.1 Conclusions
In conclusion, it was shown that the steady-state phenomenological model provides
a reliable description of fundamental deposition parameters characterizing efficiency
of magnetron sputtering and the transfer of target material ions to the substrate
in typical HiPIMS discharges with relatively long steady-state regimes established
during pulses. The model relations for the deposition rate per target power density
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Figure 5.25: The deposition rate per average target power density in a period, aD/Sd,
and the average ionized fraction of sputtered target material atoms in the flux onto
the substrate in a period, Θ, as functions of the average target power density in a
pulse, Sda, corresponding to the Ud values ranging from 400V to 1000V at the mag-
netic field strength B = 400G. The full squares are related to the calculations using
the non-stationary two-zone model while the solid lines (the probability of additional
ionization γ = 0) and dotted lines (γ = 0.1) are related to the calculations using
the steady-state phenomenological model with the relative ion-to-atom transport
factors ξi/ξn = 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. For comparison, the dashed line represents the
values predicted by the relation aD/Sd = kU
−0.5
d , where k is a constant. Moreover,
the results obtained using the non-stationary two-zone model for Ud = 1000V (red
open symbols) at B = 150G (©), 200G () and 250G (), and for Ud = 800V
(blue open symbols) at B = 600G (), 650G () and 700G (©) are also presented.
aD/Sd and the ionized fraction Θ enable us to explain the effects of various individual
processes on these deposition characteristics. Based on the results, we recommend
to lower the magnetic field strength in a magnetron system at a fixed average target
power density in a pulse (using a higher magnetron voltage) in order to enhance the
deposition rate and keep or even increase the ionized fraction Θ.
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All particular aims of the thesis were fulfilled.
We developed a non-stationary two-zone model for high-power impulse mag-
netron sputtering discharges. The model is based on a global description of plasma
in the typical geometry of the magnetron discharges and it includes all the processes
relevant for HiPIMS in a simplified manner. It makes it possible to calculate time
evolutions of the averaged densities of the plasma species, their fluxes towards the
target, substrate and chamber walls and the electron temperatures. As a conse-
quence, it is able to evaluate complex discharge and deposition characteristics, such
as the fraction of the target material ions in the total ions flux onto the target, the
ionized fraction of the sputtered target material atoms in the flux onto the substrate
and the deposition rate.
The model results were compared with experimental data for three different
HiPIMS systems with a copper target. It was found that the target current is very
sensitive to the secondary electron emission coefficients and to the secondary elec-
tron recapture coefficient. With a proper choice of these parameters, the calculated
target currents are in a good agreement with experimental results and their trends
with an increasing target voltage and process gas pressure are correctly reproduced
(Pajdarova´ et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2009; Anders et al., 2007). The cal-
culated electron densities and electron temperatures are in good agreement with
experimental results for two different systems (Pajdarova´ et al., 2009; Gudmunds-
son et al., 2009). However, with the current model we were not able to reproduce
exactly the target current–voltage characteristics around the threshold for runaway
to a high-current discharge which is observed in the results of Anders et al. (2007).
The model was used to study general relations between the process input pa-
rameters and the important discharge and deposition characteristics. The results
helps us understand the complicated behaviour of these discharges and can be used
to optimize the process input parameters with respect to desired applications. The
main conclusions can be summarized in the following points.
1. With an increasing target power density in a pulse, the plasma density in front
of the target reaches up to 1020m−3 for average target power densities on the
order of kWcm−2 and the plasma becomes gradually more metal-dominant and
the flux of sputtered atoms onto the substrate is more ionized. However, with
the presence of the process gas, the ion flux onto the target is always composed
of both ions. In the case investigated, the average fraction of copper ions in the
total ion flux onto the target was 66% and 92% for the average target power
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density of 500Wcm−2 and 3 kWcm−2 in a pulse, respectively. The maximum
average ionized fraction of copper atoms in the flux onto the substrate was
80% at the target power density of 3 kWcm−2 in a pulse.
2. Sufficiently long pulses (at least 100μs), which allow for the build-up of a
high density plasma in front of the target, are necessary to achieve high target
power densities in a pulse and, consequently, high degrees of ionization of
the sputtered copper atoms. An increased magnetic field strength in front
of the target also promotes a higher target power density at a fixed target
voltage. Higher repetition frequencies of pulses lead also to higher target power
densities, but this effect is relevant only for short pulses (less than 50μs).
3. The average target power density in a pulse is, besides the target voltage, a
fundamental quantity determining the average ionized fraction of target ma-
terial atoms in the flux onto the substrate and the normalized deposition rate.
There is a correlation between an increase in the degree of ionization of the
sputtered atoms and a decrease of the normalized deposition rate. In the case
investigated, the normalized deposition rate decreased 2.3 times when the tar-
get power density increased from 300Wcm−2 to 1700Wcm−2 in a pulse. It
was shown that this decrease is mainly due to a backward flux of ionized sput-
tered atoms combined with higher losses of ions to chamber walls (compared
to neutrals) and due to a less-than-linear increase of the sputtering yields with
ion energy (in the case of a varying target voltage). This suggests that a
compromise between a high degree of ionization of the sputtered target ma-
terial atoms and an acceptable deposition rate should be found by tuning the
average target power density delivered in a pulse.
4. The deposition characteristics can be further optimized by a change of the
magnetic field. A reasonable decrease of the magnetic field strength above the
target leads to a decrease in the return probability of the ionized sputtered
atoms onto the target which has a positive effect on both the ionized fraction
of the sputtered atoms in the flux onto the substrate and on the deposition
rate.
As a next step, we aim to extend the model for high-power impulse magnetron
deposition of oxides and nitrides. The reactions of oxygen and nitrogen in the
plasma and on the surfaces makes the process even much more complicated. We
believe that this upgrade greatly extends the applicability of the model to a wider
range of industrial applications of high-power impulse magnetron sputtering.
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7.3 Abstract
Vysokovy´konove´ pulzn´ı magnetronove´ naprasˇova´n´ı (HiPIMS) je novy´m technolog-
icky´m procesem, ktery´ v neˇkolika smeˇrech prˇekona´va´ konvencˇn´ı magnetronove´ na-
prasˇova´n´ı. Hlavn´ım c´ılem te´to pra´ce je vy´voj nestaciona´rn´ıho modelu tohoto de-
pozicˇn´ıho procesu a jeho detailn´ı objasneˇn´ı.
Uvedeny´ model vycha´z´ı z existuj´ıc´ıch globa´ln´ıch model˚u plazmatu. Umozˇnˇuje
konzistentn´ı a rychly´ vy´pocˇet vy´bojovy´ch a depozicˇn´ıch charakteristik prˇi r˚uzny´ch
procesn´ıch podmı´nka´ch. Oproti drˇ´ıveˇjˇs´ım globa´ln´ım model˚um prˇina´sˇ´ı neˇkolik ino-
vac´ı: (1) rozdeˇlen´ı simulovane´ho objemu do dvou zo´n, (2) zahrnut´ı rychly´ch (sekun-
da´rn´ıch) elektron˚u a rychly´ch atomu˚ rozpra´sˇeny´ch z tercˇe, (3) zaveden´ı a vy´pocˇet
potencia´lu plazmatu v magneticke´m poli prˇed tercˇem magnetronu a (4) neza´visly´
vy´pocˇet vy´bojove´ho proudu.
Porovna´n´ı vy´sledk˚u modelu s experimenty da´va´ dobrou shodu, vezmeme-li v
u´vahu prostorova´ zjednodusˇen´ı zahrnuta´ v modelu. Ukazuje se, zˇe vy´voj vysoko-
vy´konove´ho magnetronove´ho vy´boje beˇhem pulzu je obzvla´sˇteˇ citlivy´ na parametry
urcˇuj´ıc´ı sekunda´rn´ı emisi elektron˚u z tercˇe.
Model je pouzˇit k vy´pocˇtu slozˇen´ı plazmatu v pulzn´ım vy´boji s meˇdeˇny´m tercˇem
prˇi rostouc´ı hustoteˇ vy´konu na tercˇi. Bylo urcˇeno, zˇe docha´z´ı k postupne´mu prˇe-
chodu k plazmatu dominovane´mu rozpra´sˇeny´m materia´lem. Pro nejvysˇsˇ´ı hustotu
vy´konu 3 kWcm−2 v pulzu prˇedstavuj´ı ionty Cu+ 93% iont˚u v celkove´m toku iont˚u
na tercˇ a 80% v celkove´m toku cˇa´stic meˇdi na substra´t.
Analy´za vlivu de´lky pulzu ukazuje, zˇe k dosazˇen´ı vysoke´ vy´konove´ hustoty na
tercˇi a na´sledneˇ i vysoke´ho stupneˇ ionizace atomu˚ rozpra´sˇene´ho materia´lu ve vy´boji
je potrˇeba pouzˇ´ıt dostatecˇneˇ dlouhe´ pulzy (alesponˇ 100μs). Modelove´ vy´pocˇty
ukazuj´ı na korelaci mezi stupneˇm ionizace atomu˚ rozpra´sˇene´ho materia´lu a de-
pozicˇn´ı rychlost´ı vztazˇenou ke strˇedn´ımu vy´konu dodane´mu v sˇiroke´m rozsahu vs-
tupn´ıch podmı´nek. Je evidentn´ı, zˇe pokles depozicˇn´ı rychlosti vztazˇene´ ke strˇedn´ımu
vy´konu za´vis´ı na strˇedn´ım vy´konu dodane´m do vy´boje beˇhem pulzu. Tento pok-
les je zp˚usoben zejme´na na´vratem iont˚u rozpra´sˇene´ho materia´lu zpeˇt na tercˇ, jejich
vysˇsˇ´ımi ztra´tami ke steˇna´m komory (v porovna´n´ı s neutra´ln´ımi atomy) a pomalejˇs´ı
nezˇ linea´rn´ı za´vislost´ı rozprasˇovac´ıho vy´teˇzˇku materia´lu tercˇe na kineticke´ energii
iont˚u bombarduj´ıc´ıch tercˇ.
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High-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) is a recent development of
the well-established magnetron sputtering technique. The main aim of this thesis is
to develop a non-stationary model of this process and to explain their details.
The presented model is based on a global description of plasma which allows for
self-consistent and very fast calculations of the discharge and deposition character-
istics under various process conditions. The new features of this model with respect
to previous global plasma models are (1) the division of the simulated volume into
two zones, (2) an incorporation of fast (secondary) electrons and fast sputtered tar-
get material atoms, (3) an introduction of a calculated potential drop (magnetic
presheath) near the target and (4) a self-consistent calculation of the target current.
The comparison of the model results with experiments shows a good agreement,
taking into account the spatial approximations of the model. It was found that
the evolution of a HiPIMS discharge during a pulse is sensitive particularly to the
parameters determining the secondary electron emission from the target.
The model is used to calculate the composition of the discharge plasma for
HiPIMS of copper with an increasing target power density, showing a gradual tran-
sition to a metal dominated discharge with an increasing degree of ionization of the
sputtered material atoms. For the highest target power density of 3 kWcm−2, we
obtained in average 93% of copper ions in the total ion flux onto the target and
80% of copper ions in the total flux of copper particles onto the substrate.
The analysis of the effect of the voltage pulse length shows that sufficiently long
pulses (at least 100μs) are needed to obtain high target power densities in a pulse
and, consequently, high degree of ionization of the sputtered target material atoms.
Furthermore, we show a correlation between the degrees of ionization of the target
material atoms and the deposition rate per average target power density in a period
for a wide range of process conditions. From the model results it is evident that the
decrease of the deposition rate per average target power density in a pulse depends
fundamentally on the target power density delivered into the pulse. This is mainly
due to a backward flux of ionized sputtered atoms combined with higher losses of
ions to chamber walls (compared to neutrals) and a less-than-linear increase of the
sputtering yields of the target material with ion energy.
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